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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Good morning everyone, we’d like to convene this meeting of the 

House Game and Fisheries committee to order. Those of you in attendance, both members and 

members of the audience please be informed that we are being televised live today on the 

Pennsylvania Cable Network and being streamed via the internet live around the world. We 

would ask for you to silence your cell phones to eliminate those types of interruptions during the 

course of the proceedings.  

 This is the third public hearing that we’ve held on the issue of Sunday hunting in 

Pennsylvania over the last several months. Of course the purpose of these hearings is to educate 

our members of the General Assembly to the issue and also to educate members of the public. 

Unfortunately, there has been quite a bit of misinformation by many camps during the course of 

this discussion and what we're attempting to do is get to the factual information so that people 

can make reasonable decisions on their own without hearing a lot of the spin that is out there and 

that is pervasive from many sides. And, you may note that at this hearing we do have both pro 

and con, this isn’t a one-sided hearing, we're bringing in individuals who are against Sunday 

hunting and those who are for Sunday hunting.  

 Much of the criticism has been some of the methodology that has been used by the 

Legislative Budget and Finance Committee in their various reports. The most recent one issued 

last week by the Commission is by an organization the Southwick Associates, which indicated 

about an $800 million boost to PA’s economy if we did dnd the moratorium on Sunday hunting. 

There has been quite a bit of criticism of that report, questioning of the numbers and we are 

fortunate that one of our testifiers later this morning will be Rob Southwick, who is the President 

of Southwick Associates, who will be able to answer firsthand any concerns about the 

methodology or concerns about the accuracy of the figures that are being brought forward.  
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 With that being said, I want to also recognize Chairman Staback who has done a 

yeoman’s job of leading the charge on this issue for not just this year, but previous years in the 

legislature to bring the attention, the benefits that we believe as sponsors of the bill that this will 

bring to Pennsylvania. We have made our feelings known at the previous two hearings I think 

quite plainly, and I think our intent this morning will be to limit our number of questions to allow 

the members of the House more of an ample opportunity and to use the time rather than us 

asking multiple questions to have our members to ask more questions and become more engaged 

in the process to get their concerns aired as well. 

 At this time I would, my pleasure to introduce, the Democrat Chairman of the 

Committee, Representative Staback, for some remarks. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Thank you Chairman Evans, if I may before we begin today’s 

hearing, which from the agenda seems to an interesting and lengthy morning, I want to make a 

short comment. This as John said is the third hearing of our Committee on Sunday hunting, the 

other two, this third hearing here in Harrisburg gives us a geographic coverage of the State and a 

long list of testifiers. I want to commend Chairman Evans for his commitment to holding enough 

hearings and accepting enough testimony for members and the public to be fully informed. 

 Sunday hunting is a tough issue indeed. We all know just how complicated it can become 

when all the varied interest groups become active. By holding these numerous hearings you have 

given all those interest groups a forum to have their voices heard and have done so in a manner 

that no one can criticize. With that in mind, I commend you and your work on this important 

issue and look forward to hearing from all the testifiers here today. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, I appreciate those 

comments. At this time we’d like to have our members introduce themselves starting at the table 

to my left. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Good morning, Representative Dan Moul from Adams 

County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE CUTLER: Good morning Bryan Cuter from 100th District of 

Lancaster County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MALONEY: Morning, David Maloney, 130th, Berks County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Good morning, Jeff Pyle, 60th Legislative District, 

Armstrong and Indiana Counties. 

 REPRESENTATIVE HEFFLEY: Good morning, Doyle Heffley, 122nd District, Carbon 

County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Marc Gergely, 35th District, Allegheny County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Good morning, Kevin Murphy, Lackawanna County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: Good morning, Marcia Hahn, 138th, Northampton County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Kurt Masser, 107th district, Northumberland, Montour, 

Columbia Counties. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: That’s it for now and I’m sure we’ll have some members coming 

in and out during the course of the morning. We’d like to start the proceedings with our first 

testifier Mr. Brent Miller, Northeastern States Manager Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation. 

 MR. MILLER: Good morning Chairman Evans and members of the Committee. I’d first 

like to thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today in favor of both HB 1760 as well as 

the expansion of Sunday hunting in general. I’ve submitted formal written testimony which 
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contains several charts that I’ll be referring to as I testify here today and I will ask you to refer to 

them as I proceed.  

 The Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation, or CSF, is a 501(C)(3) non-profit which is 

governed by a board of directors composed of leaders of the top conservation and outdoor 

industry organizations in the nation. CSF’s mission is guided by the commitment to provide a 

voice for sportsmen in the US Congress, the Administration, and federal land management 

agencies, as well as in State capitol’s throughout the country. As a program under the CSF 

banner, the National Assembly of Sportsmen’s Caucuses exists to promote a sportsmen’s agenda 

in State legislatures by serving as a key information source and providing support staff to nearly 

2,000 State legislators that are members of our 39 individual State sportsmen’s caucuses. 

 As an organization, CSF supports the expansion of Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania for 

the following reasons; number one, wild life management. Sunday hunting will provide the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission with an additional adaptive management tool so they can more 

effectively manage the recourses within the Commonwealth. Number two, the economic 

considerations: Several independent economic analyses conducted over the past six years have 

all shown that the expansion of Sunday hunting will result in hundreds of millions of dollars in 

economic output and the creation of thousands of much needed jobs. Third, is landowner 

liberties. lifting the ban on Sunday hunting will fundamentally increase private property owners’ 

freedom to choose how to manage their land and its natural resources. And finally, hunter 

numbers. Sunday hunting will result in increased opportunity for youth and working class 

citizens to engage in hunting, leading to higher satisfaction with the this time honored tradition 

and ultimately more participation. 
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 Now, the first two of these points have been covered in-depth by several of our partners 

in the two previous hearing on this topic, and will be covered here this morning as well. 

Therefore, I’ll focus my comments on the expansion of private property owners’ liberties and the 

potential for Sunday hunting to lead to increased hunter numbers.  

 As you are all aware the majority of the laws that prohibit various activities on Sundays 

that were once in place in Pennsylvania have been repealed through time, which has left Sunday 

hunting as one of the last remaining examples of the original ―blue laws‖. Presently, the ban on 

Sunday hunting is infringing on the ability of private property owners to choose how to best 

manage their land, resources, time, and finances. 

 Unfortunately, the present restrictions in Sunday hunting limit the amount of nonresident 

hunters who would otherwise choose Pennsylvania as a destination hunting location. To illustrate 

the impact that Sunday hunting can have on increasing out-of-State license sales, we need only 

look across the western border and examine the sales history of Ohio. According to data from the 

US Fish and Wildlife Service, for 20 years prior to the passage of Sunday hunting, nonresident 

license sales hovered at around 1 percent of total the sales. However, since the passage of 

Sunday hunting, out-of-State license sales have been steadily increasing to where they now make 

up well over 8 percent of all sales. This means that nearly eight times more people are choosing 

Ohio as a destination hunting location than they were 10 years ago when the State’s Sunday 

hunting ban was still in place. 

 Now, throughout this debate there has been much talk of the economic benefits of 

Sunday hunting to the general economy, but one area that has not been covered in detail is the 

potential for private property owners to lease their land specifically for hunting. Allowing 

farmers and other land owners to diversify their income sources by allowing an additional day of 
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hunting on their land will help to provide a large capital influx to rural economics that are 

hardest hit by the current recession. Historically, hunting related expenditures have proven to be 

relatively recession proof, and property owners in neighboring States have been afforded the 

opportunity to benefit from increased hunting related tourism, while Pennsylvania citizens have 

not. 

 However, landowner freedoms go well beyond the financial benefits realized as a result 

of leasing one’s land. Farmers and other private property owners are also being limited in their 

ability to spend quality time hunting their own land with their families, children and friends. 

 As I mention earlier, part of what I want to discuss today is the potential to generate 

increased hunters as a result of Sunday hunting. This ties in directly to the ability of 

Pennsylvania hunters to pass down their sportsman heritage to the next generation. Prior to 

accepting my current position with CSF, I wrote my Master’s thesis on the topic of Sunday 

hunting. In my research, I analyzed the potential for changes in Sunday hunting policy to 

generate increases in both hunter numbers, as well as funding for the State wildlife management 

agencies throughout the northeast region. I will therefore use the balance of my time to discuss 

the findings of this research as they relate to Pennsylvania. 

 According to the US Fish and Wildlife Service, for many years, Pennsylvania has had 

roughly one million hunters per year take advantage of hunting opportunities within the 

Commonwealth. However, a closer examination of the 30 year trend in license sales shows that 

there has been an average decrease of the Pennsylvania hunting population of over 11,500 

hunters each year. The cumulative effect of this decline shows a three decade loss of nearly 30 

percent of the Pennsylvania hunting community. 
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 Hunting license sales as well as Pittman-Robertson apportionments are key funding 

sources for the Pennsylvania Game Commission. Both of these revenue streams rely on hunter 

numbers and license sales to provide funding to cover operational expenses and to allow them to 

continue important conservation work that benefits not only game species, but also their habitat, 

which indirectly benefits the many other non-game species that live within the ecosystem. 

Therefore, successful efforts to increase the number of hunters within a State will not only serve 

to protect and strengthen our hunting heritage, but will also serve to provide additional funding 

to the very agency that manages the Commonwealth’s wildlife resources. 

 My research examined license sales statistic surrounding changes on Sunday hunting 

policies that have occurred within the past 40 years to determine the effect of future repeals. 

When examining the effect of lessening Sunday restrictions, a trend in license sales emerged. 

The analysis revealed that 2.6 percent improvement in the average rate of license sales growth 

between the three year periods just prior to and immediately following a change in Sunday 

hunting policy. Given these results, the effect of that policy change was then applied to the 

license sales trend of Pennsylvania to determine the increase in hunters that will occur over the 

next six years. 

 I’ll now have you refer to figure 1 in my written testimony, which illustrates the 

difference between the estimated license sales under the Sunday hunting scenario and the 

business as usual projections as estimated for Pennsylvania, assuming that Sunday hunting 

restrictions are lessened or eliminated this year. 

 As this figure demonstrates, a change in Sunday hunting policy will produce a 

momentary halt in the decline of the hunting population. Although the declining trend in license 

sales will once again resume, the decline will occur at a slower rate than prior to the elimination 
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of Sunday hunting ban. Additionally, the one-time temporary effect creates an improvement in 

license sales that will continue into the future. As is indicated by this figure, a change in Sunday 

hunting policy in and of itself is not sufficient to reverse the decline of hunters within the State of 

Pennsylvania. However, the results of this study clearly show that there are gains to be realized 

in both hunter numbers and funding for the Pennsylvania Game Commission. 

 In total, by the end of the six year projection, it is estimated that as a result of Sunday 

hunting, 55,000 more hunters will be participating in the sport as compared to the projected 

decline of hunters without the passage of Sunday hunting. These additional hunters would lead to 

$12.3 million in funding for the Pennsylvania Game Commission over a six year time span that 

would not have occurred without the addition of Sunday hunting. 

 So in closing, for the many varied reasons given by our partners in the sportsmen’s 

community, including those presented here today, the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation 

supports any and all efforts to reduce or eliminate the present restrictions on Sunday hunting. 

 Specifically, CSF fundamentally supports the ability of the private property owners of 

Pennsylvania to decide for themselves how best to enjoy all that their land has to offer. Whether 

they choose to allow Sunday hunting on their land at all; whether they choose to lease their 

hunting rights on Sunday to diversify their income; whether they choose to enjoy hunting their 

land with close friends or family; or whether they choose to use Sundays to pass on this time 

honored tradition of hunting to their children and grandchildren, all of these options should be an 

individual choice, a choice which the private property owners of Pennsylvania are not presently 

able to exercise on Sunday.  

 Once again, I’d like to thank you for the opportunity to speak here today and to 

participate in this discussion and I’d be happy to field any questions that you may have. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much Mr. Miller, I want to note that we have 

been joined by two more of our members. Representative Keith Gillespie and Representative Bill 

DeWeese joined us for the hearing. I’d like to open up to questions now from any of the 

members of the committee. Representative Murphy. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you for your 

testimony Mr. Miller. As part of your thesis and the research that you did for your thesis on 

Sunday hunting, did you calculate the influx of hunters who left the State for Sunday hunting in 

other States? 

 MR. MILLER: No, that was not part of my analysis.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Okay, so as part of your thesis and the research in this 

chart indicates there will be a significant increase in hunters from other States here in 

Pennsylvania for Sunday’s, and many of whom would be those who have left Pennsylvania for 

Sunday hunting in other States. So I think that would significantly increase the number of 

hunters and number of license sales here in Pennsylvania. I think in particular it would help in 

the northern tier counties. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Gergely, and Mr. Miller, if we can have you move 

the microphone a little closer some of the members are having difficulty hearing, thank you. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Brent, when you did the research with respect to the 

loss of sales of licenses, I know that’s statistically, we know that that’s happening, did you look 

at how many nonresident licenses we are losing? I think its characteristic of what you found with 

our resident population per licenses, did you take a look at any of that? 
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 MR. MILLER: That was not part of the official analysis, but when I did look at the thirty 

year trends, Pennsylvania is decreasing slightly, not as much as the case in Ohio. Apparently 

we’ve decreased from about 6 percent thirty years ago down to about 4 percent. 

 REPRESNTATIVE GERGELY: This in nonresident license sales? 

 MR. MILLER: That’s correct. 

 REPRESNTATIVE GERGELY: You’re from New York originally, correct? 

 MR. MILLER: I am. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So, you’ve been through this whole situation, can you 

explain how New York implemented its Sunday hunting restrictions, they did it in stages 

correct? 

 MR. MILLER: That’s correct; New York did it in three different stages, 1993, 1996, and 

then 2000 where they opened up portions of the State gradually. Once they found that all of the 

negative repercussions that were predicted to occur, did not occur, they then opened up 

additional portions of the State. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: When you looked at research, did you find that other 

States have blanketed an opening of Sunday hunting or most have done an implementation in 

stages, what have you found, have you ever looked at that?  

 MR. MILLER: Most of the States that I’ve looked at have done it in stages. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And what you found is I guess that the dire straits of 

posting and everything haven’t occurred in States that expanded that and not retracted it, is that 

correct? 

 MR. MILLER: That’s correct. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay, thank you. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Masser. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Thank you Chairman. When you looked at, when you 

did your study, your findings, did you look into what was the cause for these declines, even with 

the Sunday hunting were going to see eventually declines and the major causes for that decline? 

 MR. MILLER: Some of the research that’s been done on that topic indicates access is one 

of the major reasons for hunter decline, at least one of the major reasons that state agencies have 

some element of control, the top reasons are old age and health related and family obligations. 

Just below that is access to land, water, and time, which is where Sunday hunting comes in. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Which brings me to my second question then, did you 

look at youth hunting and what these changes may have had in the youth numbers going forward 

without Sunday hunting to when they had Sunday hunting and the numbers of youth hunting? 

 MR. MILLER: I did not break that out between youth and older hunters but that would be 

an excellent thing to follow-up on a future analysis. It was not part of my original study. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Staback. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Miller, first, thank you for your 

testimony. I think it’s important for us in Pennsylvania to realize that the same questions about 

Sunday hunting and its possible benefits in our State have been faced by other States and from 

all I hear there’s been an overwhelming positive response. My question to you is about the length 

of time it takes for the negative predictions to be overcome by the positive effects of Sunday 

hunting to happen in the State when a concept is new, can you respond to that? 

 MR. MILLER: Well, from what I’ve seen, when I’m looking at the other States that have 

implemented Sunday hunting, that the States that have done it gradually, there appears to be a 
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three year time gap from the time of the first implementation to the time when they would 

approach further repeal, so that seems to be about the time frame that they look at. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Okay, can you predict for the Committee what you think 

hunting will look like in America in the future if nothing is done to promote the sport, to attract 

new hunters into the sport and keep the current sportsmen involved? 

 MR. MILLER: Absolutely, the hunting population is dwindling particularly in the 

northeast region, and if these trends continue, hunting 30 years from now will not look like 

anything that we knew and certainly nothing that our predecessors have known. There are efforts 

all across the country right now in various different regions to promote hunting, especially to the 

next generation in the northeast region where Sunday hunting bans are in place. Sunday hunting 

holds that opportunity to engage more hunters in the sport, to help reverse that declining trend. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I have read articles that confirm what you are saying that by 

the year 2040 you know will not recognize hunting in the country the way we do today. But the 

article that I’ve read was not specific about what the changes were going to be and how dramatic 

they were going to be. One would just have to assume that there’s going to be a total loss of 

interest in the sport by the younger people and by the current population, or the older population 

is just getting too old to take part in the sport again and there has been no effort made in the 

course of that time period to recruit the new hunters into the sport. Certainly we're believing 

Sunday hunting will be a giant step in the right direction, at least in this State to recruit new 

hunters into the sport, would you agree with that or would you find a problem with that? 

 MR. MILLER: I would agree with that whole heartedly. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you Chairman Staback, and thank you Mr. Miller for your 

testimony this morning, we appreciate it. 

 Our next testifier will be Mr. Joel Rotz, the State Government Relations Director for the 

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau. Joel, whenever you’re ready. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Good morning Chairman Evans, Chairman Staback, and committee 

members. I really appreciate the opportunity to be back before you again today to talk more 

about the issue of Sunday hunting.  

 I will try to not reiterate a lot of what was talked about at the first hearing, but certainly 

there has been a lot of new information new things come out since last hearing that I would like 

to address, I’ll also skip the preliminary’s of Pennsylvania Farm Bureau, and who we are, I think 

you’re all pretty familiar with us.  

 I’ll start out, since we last met, Farm Bureau believes it’s become very apparent that the 

issue goes far beyond the vast majority of landowners we represent who oppose its expansion 

and the approximately 50 percent of sportsmen who want the law changed. While Farm Bureau 

is recognized as your leading group in opposition, it is becoming clear that a substantial and 

growing portion of the other 12.6 million citizens of our State also have a strong opinion about 

the matter. We are hearing a growing voice among those who wish to be outdoors on Sunday 

enjoying a broad range of activities say that one day a week should be preserved for their 

pleasure without the concern of interfering in the hunters sport. These citizens are not unlike the 

farmer who is saying to the hunter, you have six days and can’t I have one?  

 Proponents have not made the case for how the interest of all Pennsylvanians’ are better 

served by removing the current restrictions. The main selling point to the general public has been 
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the promise of an economic boost to business and the tax treasury based upon economic studies 

completed by Southwick Associates, which you will hear more about today.  

 Although we have not consulted with a third party economic expert to thoroughly 

examine the study, we believe many of its claims defy commonsense and otherwise ignore the 

real world. Regardless of your position on expanding Sunday hunting, we urge you to please ask 

some logical questions about the study and its results. For instance, does the study take into 

account the impact of activities that are already occurring on Sunday’s that will be reduced or 

displaced by Sunday hunting? Examples include hiking, biking, horseback riding, some family 

time together in the countryside, and even viewing the autumn leaves this time of year. 

 Secondly, how much of the expected economic impact is actually new dollars coming 

into the State? In other words, are we concluding that everyone who will be out hunting on 

Sundays currently does nothing to contribute the State’s economy on Sunday? To the contrary, 

the study’s numbers would seem to reflect a shift in spending rather than an expenditure of new 

dollars. Hunters may be in the woods on Sunday instead of taking their family out to lunch or a 

movie, for example. 

 And, how much of the expected impact are the same dollars that are already being spent 

on hunting six days a week that will be shifted to Sundays? If the Pennsylvania Game 

Commission is going to continue to manage wildlife based upon the resource and its habitat 

rather than the demands of hunters, they will likely need to shorten seasons if additional hunting 

pressure is added on Sunday. 

 And finally on the economic issue, it is very difficult to follow what proponents of HB 

1760 claim will be generated from an expansion of Sunday hunting because of contradictory 

positions that have been stated. The large numbers you will hear today represent expected 
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revenue if Sundays are available for every hunting season. Yet, we are constantly assured that if 

expansion occurs it will not include every available Sunday. In fact, we hear from some 

proponents that it would likely not include deer seasons, and yet from others who believe it 

should only be permitted for the rifled deer season. All these scenarios create confusion instead 

of clarity about projected economic impacts. 

 Please give the Southwick study on economic impact and jobs created by expansion of 

Sunday hunting a reality test before portraying it before Pennsylvanian’s as a major justification 

to expand Sunday hunting. 

 Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes that other critical questions should be directed to the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission, and we urge you to do so. Specifically, what additional 

deployment of Game Wardens will be required for each Sunday of expanded hunting? What will 

be the additional cost, who will foot the bill, and how? One would assume that the cost will need 

to be covered by the sportsmen themselves, but so far as we know, nothing has been said about 

this. 

 Let me move on to the concern raised by proponents about the need for Sunday hunting 

to provide additional hunting opportunities for youth while also helping to increase hunter 

retention.  

 Pennsylvania Farm Bureau has actively supported youth hunting opportunities and will 

continue to do so during the six days a week which are already available. The Pennsylvania 

Game Commission, for example, could open rifle deer season in the Saturday following 

Thanksgiving to provide an additional day for youth to hunt when schools are closed. This is just 

one example of some creative thinking that the Pennsylvania Game Commission can act upon 
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without any involvement by the General Assembly and while not intruding on others use of 

public and private lands on Sundays. 

 If hunters want to be in the woods and fields on Sundays with their children, is this not a 

good time to go out without the guns and show them the signs of deer and deer themselves as 

they pick their hunting spot. That’s the type of hunting activity I grew up with on Sundays, and I 

believe it still holds great value in creating anticipation and interest in the sport, while providing 

a quality time for family. After all, I believe the sport of hunting is in the pursuit. The taking of 

wildlife as a result of the pursuit is the bonus. 

 Proponents try to distract and diminish the expansion of Sunday hunting as a significant 

issue for all Pennsylvanian’s by declaring it to be nothing less than an outdated blue law whose 

time has passed. As stated in our earlier testimony at the June hearing, there is a vast difference 

between the matter of Sunday hunting and the past repeal of other Sunday limitations such as 

retail sales. Namely, the retail businesses welcomed the change and a compelling public interest 

was served with broad popular support. Neither is the case with Sunday hunting. The vast 

majority of those providing access for hunting, the landowners, do not want it expanded and we 

don’t believe that many of the 12.6 million Pennsylvanian’s are clamoring to cross paths with 

hunters on Sundays. 

 Finally, proponents contend that private landowners should have the right to do what they 

want on their own land on private property. It sounds like a reasonable argument until the facts 

and realities are examined. Farmers are experts on the question of what can and cannot be done 

on private property. There are endless examples of how farmers are restricted or regulated on 

their own property including zoning, land use, building codes, manure application, pesticide use, 

and even hunting and taking wildlife for crop damage. And no, they don’t always like it. But for 
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the most part, such restrictions are placed upon farmers and other landowners because they are 

believed to be in the public interest. 

 Restrictions on Sunday hunting are no exception. As stated in previous testimony, if 

Sunday hunting is expanded to public lands or private lands, the trouble of trespass will become 

an even worse problem than it is today. Just picture this. With about 930,000 hunters in the field, 

if you only have 1 percent end up on the wrong side of the property line, it is 9,300 instances of 

someone violating the privacy of a landowner. And although the vast majority of hunters respect 

our trespass laws, they can and do unintentionally wander onto private property because 

boundaries are not often clear. It is the primary reason why just posting "no Sunday hunting" 

won’t work for farmers, or other landowners for that matter. The problem of enforcement 

becomes even more overwhelming with an expansion of Sunday hunting. 

 In conclusion, Pennsylvania Farm Bureau hears the pleas from proponents that come to 

the table to negotiate a compromise. For these reasons and more that we have stated and repeated 

over the years, the vast majority of Pennsylvania’s farmers do not believe that expansion of 

Sunday hunting can be implemented in a way that won’t eventually confirm their worst fears and 

concerns. However, Farm Bureau’s annual Statewide policy development process continually 

hears and represents the views of farm families, and responds to changing opinions if and when 

it occurs. Anyone not knowing the extensive grassroots nature of how our organization decides 

its position on issues such as Sunday hunting is encouraged to visit our website for an overview 

of the process. 

 In closing, hunters need farmers and farmers need hunters. During the 16 years I have 

worked for Pennsylvania Farm Bureau, we have seen great strides taken by the Pennsylvania 

Game Commission to assist farmers with wildlife damage control, particularly as it relates to 
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deer. Programs have been developed that mutually benefit hunters and farmers. We want that 

progress to continue, and are concerned that this very contentious issue can erode support for 

hunters by Pennsylvania’s general population. 

 Thank you again, and I’d be happy to take your questions. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much Mr. Rotz, I appreciate your testimony 

today. On page one of your testimony, the second paragraph, you indicate that you oppose the 

expansion and approximately 50percent of sportsmen also oppose the expansion. Can you cite 

the statistics that you, the methodology that you gained that statistic, that 50%percent of 

sportsmen? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I took that from the original Southwick study. The original study did 

include where the support was for Sunday hunting on landowners and sportsmen and I believe it 

was a little over 50 percent if you included sportsmen from out of State and a little under 50 

percent if you did not. That’s the way I recall it. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Well the statistics we understand in the original study, 77 percent 

of the sportsmen supported it, supported Sunday hunting, so I don’t know where you’re getting 

the 50 percent number from the Southwick report. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I will go back to that report and see where I pulled it from. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Okay, and then in paragraph three, I’m sorry, in the fourth 

paragraph, you indicated that you have not consulted with the third party economic expert to 

thoroughly examine the study. Why not? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Well for one thing, study just came out last week, for another thing, 

we just think, all I’m asking in this testimony is for you to ask these practical straight forward 
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questions. I don’t know what the answers are going to be for certain. But, I just think there 

questions that need to be asked. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: In your process with the Farm Bureau, delegates are the people 

who create the policy, am I right? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: The delegates represent the policy, represent the folks back at the 

county level that promoted the policy forward if we’re talking about a State issue like Sunday 

hunting. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Are the names of those delegates available to the public. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No. No, but the county leadership is certainly available to the public. 

And that delegate body includes county leadership. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: So, if someone would wish to contact one of your delegates or 

one of your county leaders to express their opinion on this issue, how would they go about doing 

so? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: You can visit our Web site and see who the county president is for 

the particular county you want to contact, make can contact that way. You know, I just want to 

say that, when it comes to this issue or any other issue, the reason I do this job, the reason I enjoy 

doing this job, is I believe I’m representing the salt of the earth here folks. And I hope those of 

you that have a different opinion from our members, know who you’re representing and know 

that if you’re going to vote for this that your constituents are behind you. Again, I just think salt 

of the earth folks here and if you think they are ill informed and you want to reach out to them, I 

encourage you to do it. Salt of the earth, go out and have a lick. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Well, with that being said, I’ve gotten many letters and emails 

from Farm Bureau members who disagree with the policy, and who are NRA (National Rifle 
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Association) members also and don’t believe that you are going down the right path and if I’m 

not mistaken I understand there is a distention on your Board of Directors on this issue as well, 

am I correct in saying that? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No, I don’t think that is correct, I’m not aware of any distension on 

our Board of Directors. You’re always going to find distention in a membership just like you 

find distension among sportsmen on the pro-side. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: I think it’s more that fair if someone has an issue and wants to 

express an opinion to your leadership that they should be able to do so if they disagree.  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I totally agree. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Your membership meeting is coming up on November 14 in 

Harrisburg? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Correct. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: So, if anyone is interested in letting their opinions be known to 

their local delegates or to their county representatives, now’s the time for them to get in touch 

with them, because this is coming up rather soon. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Our folks are reasonable folks; they’ll be willing to listen to 

anybody who wants to provide them input. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Okay, great. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Make the decision based on what they say. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Great, Chairman Staback. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Joel, on the third page, and this is to pick up a bit where 

Chairman Evans left off. You indicate the vast majority of those providing access for hunting, 

that is landowners, do not want it expanded and we don’t believe that many of the 12 million 
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people in Pennsylvania are clamoring to cross paths with hunters on Sunday. First question, Joel, 

how many members make up the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: We have over 53, 000 family members. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: So were talking about 53,000 farms for the most part? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Fifty-three thousand members, I would not tell you that they are all 

farms. Understand though, just so there is no confusion, when it comes to setting our policy only 

the regular farm members set the direction of the organization. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Well if there are 53,000 members in the Farm Bureau, in your 

view, does that represent the vast majority of landowners in this day? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Again, I’m going back to the Southwick study, original study, where 

it indicated that was nearly 80 percent of private landowners were opposed to Sunday hunting. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I would recommend that you do go back and take another look 

at that, I think you’re going to find your number, your number is erroneous. The vast majority 

today of private property owners are not in opposition to Sunday hunting concept. Let me go a 

little bit further. Since the introduction of HB 1760, and especially since your first testimony to 

the committee, we have received, my committee, many many e-mails who are farmers who are 

members of your board, who do not agree with your board position and frankly its reluctance to 

seek compromise on this issue. They’re either farmers who tell me that they want to decide how 

to enjoy their own land themselves and not be dictated to by the Farm Bureau as to how they 

should enjoy their land or not enjoy their land if you will. There are farmers who are looking for 

a new tool to control deer or farmers who believe that they simply can post their land if they 

don’t want to be involved in Sunday hunting, and not necessarily interfere with those farmers 

who welcome Sunday hunting on their property.  
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 Joel, when was the last time the board actually polled their members on this issue? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: We polled, and I’ll further explain, I’ll use your term. We poll our 

members every year, the polling that I’m referring to takes place in the form of policy 

development. We have a very grassroots driven process, go to the Web site take a look at it, go 

out to the county Farm Bureau meetings, live it. I think you’ve probably been to county Farm 

Bureau meetings, you should have been, I hope you were.  

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I’m not a welcome person at those meetings, I don't think. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Oh, sure you are. 

 That’s how we poll, our members bring issues forward and they air it with their fellow 

members at the county level, if the majority in the rooms says, yeah, you're right, that’s a good 

idea, it goes to the State level and then the delegates that represent all the counties go through the 

same process. If the majority of those delegates believe that's the right way to go, that’s how our 

policy gets there and I can tell you on this particular issue, and I think I've told you before, 

historically while we have issues that sometimes you know can get pretty close in the margins of 

how the vote comes out, this is one that historically has been huge opposition to Sunday hunting. 

I have no doubt there’s dissenting members out there that are unhappy about that policy just like 

every other issue in our book. You find me an organization where every member agrees with 

everything the organization stands for, it’s not possible, you know that. But the majority rules 

and until those that feel we need to have different position convince the majority it’s our 

position, democratic process. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Whatever the process is that you utilize to poll your members 

on their opinion, I think it would be a good time to do that now before you have your November 

meeting coming up in just a few weeks. 
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I can assure you the issue is going to be discussed in our delegate 

floor, because, at least one county has pushed the resolution forward to change our position on 

Sunday hunting. I can’t get into more detail than that, but there’s, the discussion is going to take 

place as it has most years since I’ve worked at Farm Bureau. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: One last thing Joel, every time we had a hearing, it seemed to 

me, I pose this question and have had difficulty getting a response to it and that is, tell me, is the 

board still reluctant to sit with members of this committee to discuss the Sunday hunting issue 

and try to find some common ground that we can agree on? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Understand our board is directed by our policy, our members’ 

policy, if our members have made it clear where they want us to be on an issue, our board has no 

discretion to sit down and talk about doing something different. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Then once again I would suggest that whatever process you 

use that makes that determination that you look at it again, that you look at it again, because the 

Farm Bureau is not helping themselves by staying away from the table on this issue. There own 

members are being critical of the fact that they won’t sit and try to find common ground on the 

issue. And frankly, I’m glad today that you did not look at me and tell me what I don’t 

understand about the word no. You know, like you did in previous meetings. That’s between you 

and I. In any event I would appreciate, I really would appreciate if you would go back to your 

people and do whatever is necessary to promote a meeting between members of this committee 

and the Bureau once again to see if we can compromise this issue. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: And we will see what direction our members give us in a few weeks, 

the issue is going to be discussed. 
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 CHAIRMAN STABACK: But, I want you to get back to me and tell me, yes or no, 

they’re willing to do this or not willing to do it. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: That’s easy enough. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you Mr. Chairman, questions from Representative 

Gergely. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, good morning Joel, how are 

you doing today? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Good. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: As a follow-up to Representative Staback, it really 

didn’t kind of hone down this number, but I found it interesting, regular members, how many 

vote? How many regular members of the Farm Bureau do this? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: How many regular members? I’d have to say it’s about 50 percent is 

regular farm members. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay, 50 percent of regular members. Now I’m 

reading, congratulations by the way to Glen MaHalick, you know Glen, right? Regional 

Organizational Director for the…. Did I day his name right? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yeah. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Glen MaHalick. You said 50 percent right, of the 

6,100 members of the chapter of Berks County, 800 of them are classified as regular members, 

that is one of your largest counties, correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yeah, they would be the largest county. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So your largest county has one-sixth of the members 

as regular members? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Because they’re near a lot of urban population that has chosen to 

join our organization, probably for services.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Could you provide us the number of regular members? 

You’re saying about 50 percent, I can’t imagine it’s 50 percent if only 800 from Berks are 

regular members.  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: That’s just one county and one very urban county. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: If I’m a group, this is a quote from Glen. I think 

knows your bureau very well. If I’m a group of 6,000 Statewide or part of 50-70,000, the 

legislature sits up and takes notice. Where did he get the number 6,000 from? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Read that, 6? 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: This is his quote to the paper, if I have a complaint, I 

can’t make very much noise in Harrisburg or Washington, this is from Robinson, who presented 

the VIP award. If I’m a part of a group of 6,000, I thought he meant his regular membership 

Statewide or a part of 50-70,000. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I suppose he’s talking about his total membership, you just told me 

it was 6,000. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Well he’s not from Berks, he’s your VP of 

membership. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Glen? Glen is a staff person. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Glen’s a staff person and the VIP award was presented 

to a guy name Robinson. I apologize, is that correct? 
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yeah, yes that would sound correct.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Robinson, so that your clarification was because, but 

he believes that 6,000 makes a difference, correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: But really, it’s only 800, correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: It’s only 800 that set the policy direction of the organization. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So the others just follow that policy? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Correct. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay, just for clarification for the members. So, 

you’re saying very clearly, how’s the weighted vote? Does each county have an equal amount of 

vote in terms of how this policy direction is affected at the Farm Bureau? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No, the delegates represent the amount of membership they have in 

each county. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay, so, Berks with—  That’s counting for regular 

membership or is that for all membership? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: That would be, that’s a good question, I’m pretty certain that is for, I 

don’t want to say for certain. I believe it’s for all membership, but I’d have to get back to you on 

that to be clear, to be, Berks is a, you’re right it is the largest county it also has a significant 

number of regular members. I’m sitting here calculating there, I think it does, the delegates are 

based on all membership. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So the 800 members represent the voice of 6,100 

members, in Berks County? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Correct, sure. That’s clear. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And to properly identify who these policy, who this 

voter is for your policy direction, we’d have to go through their county Web site or you could 

provide, you would be willing to provide that to us who these county contacts are? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: All I’m saying is its public information on our Web site, who our 

county presidents are so you can go there to get it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Does every county have a representative? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Fifty-four county organizations in 61 counties. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Does Allegheny County have a representative? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No. Allegheny County does not have an organization. What 

membership would have Allegheny County gets put in with, I believe Washington County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So the Farm Bureau’s decisions on policy, Allegheny 

County’s the largest single county hunting license buying in the State. There’s more residents 

from Allegheny County that buy a hunting license in any other county in the State, but we really 

have no voice for the Farm Bureau. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: You have a voice through the organization that the members are a 

part of. It’s not like they don’t have a voice at all. We just don’t have enough members in 

Allegheny County to justify an Allegheny County Organization.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Since we don’t have enough members you’re dictating 

to me where there isn’t a lot of farm land, how we should conduct hunting. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Sir, you have to represent the people you represent. And I fully 

acknowledge you probably don’t have a lot of Farm Bureau members in your district, to be 

concerned about.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: You probably also acknowledged I probably haven’t 

voted against your issues maybe not, probably not once in 10 years in this legislature. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I won’t dispute that, I mean I don’t have your voting record in front 

of me but I don’t recall you being an adversary. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I probably vote with Jeff Pyle more than I vote against 

Jeff Pyle on your issues, because I support his residence as much as I support mine and the 

industries on Pennsylvania, unlike it seems the Farm Bureau does for certain entities like my 

county. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I’m not disputing your voting record. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Going back to Representative Staback, basically 

you’re saying no compromise. You can’t look at a county like Allegheny where you don’t even 

have a vote coming from to look at their rights and their opportunities for land owners. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: We do have representation of Allegheny County through a different 

county organization. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Which county? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Washington County. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Washington County is our voice. So for me to have an 

affect, I’d have to write a letter to the Washington County Farm Bureau direct, what would his 

be, county organizer? Would that be it? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: County president.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: County president. And so to look out into the crowd 

and tell the NRA, the United States Sportsmen’s Alliance, the Congressional Sportsmen’s 

Foundation, if we were really to reach out to this Bureau the message has to be to these county 
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chapters to assure that this message starts to happen, it seems like from the State level we enjoy 

the fact that it’s a debate, we could affect this from a county level, that’s what your suggestion 

is? You’re following the policy that’s voted on because that’s what the counties direct you to do. 

To change that, we’d have to get the counties to direct you to change that message. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Absolutely, that’s correct. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: To do that we’d have to reach out, not to you, which 

we have been doing and not succeeding, but more importantly to the county chapter presidents. 

And it’s a weighted vote. Correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Correct. You need to talk to the grassroots, they set the direction, I 

only represent where they want to go.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: When you do the question and answers on your Web 

site, I think you should be more careful, it's just a suggestion, one of the Q and A questions was, 

you provide a Q and A on Sunday hunting, on your Web site. 

 I know we're not the humane society but when you say gunshots ringing across the 

country side and your first question, the question, why do farmers across Pennsylvania oppose 

lifting the ban on Sunday hunting and one of the quotes is gunshots ringing across the country 

side. I don’t think that’s pro hunter. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I guess I don’t understand the concern; gunshots do ring across the 

countryside, when they ring. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I think you do, I think most people sitting in this room 

that are sportsmen get what I’m saying. Additionally, leaf peeping? What’s leaf peeping? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Leaf peeping is a term that’s been used popularly by the media, just 

in recent times so we just picked up on that, leaf peepers. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: But what are we endangering with leaf peeping, if 

that’s what you’re saying? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I don’t know that there’s that were trying to make out there 

endangered, we're just saying that they’re going to want to be out there the same time, they like 

to do that on Sundays. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Joel, in 43 States there’s Sunday hunting, and this is 

like New Hampshire, where leaf peeping is like their major tourism industry. They have Sunday 

hunting. Why does it endanger in Pennsylvania? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I’m just, we're just talking about the concerns that have been raised. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Joel, this is what you’re putting on your Web site, if 

you want to be pro and open to a change, you put leaf peeping down on your Q and A to your 

members, no wonder they think the way they think. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I don’t think you understand the attack on that term but, call it what 

you want— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: This is what you’re calling it and you’re saying people 

can’t go leaf peeping on a Sunday because they’re now endangered because we might have 

hunting on Sundays.  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: These are the concerns we’ve heard from the people that like to go 

out and do these different activities on Sundays. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Are they your members? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Some of them would be, sure. Our members like to go out and look 

at fall leaves.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And you believe they would be endangered if we had 

Sunday hunting? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I believe that they would feel insecure being out there, fearing that 

they would get in the way of a hunter and his sport. Whether they’re really fearful of being shot 

or not is a whole different matter, but they don’t want to be out there messing around when the 

hunters are trying to do what they’re doing.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And that’s because you have statistics to prove that, 

they’re in danger? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: We have never tried to portray that there is added danger, it’s the 

perception of danger that’s out there that impacts the people— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: That’s not pro sportsmen; quite frankly, the perception 

of danger is not pro sportsmen. Let me be very frank with you and I don’t think anyone on this 

Committee would appreciate that. Let me give you a quote from New Hampshire, this is the New 

Hampshire Game and Fisheries Web site, ironically, leaf peepers. Did you know, this is, one 

there did you know bullet points, Sunday hunting, we have it, some States don’t, we won’t name 

any names! It’s almost embarrassing, the leaf peepers State of the country has Sunday hunting, 

we don’t. 

 Joel, my point is, you almost make it as if you’re anti-hunter, you are a partnership with 

who against us? Who’s in the partnership against us with you, who works closely with you? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: The Grange, maybe.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: We’ll get into horseback riding and its dangers later 

but the post is Sunday hunting and its dangers but who else would be opposed to this that you 

think you’re working with? 
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I think that pretty much covers it, the Grange, the horseback riders 

and then some of the hikers, bikers, groups have been in our network. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Not the humane society? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Nope.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: They’re not opposed to Sunday hunting? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: They are opposed.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay. Then you help out their argument when you call 

things leaf peeping and were endangering them and shots ringing across their country side. What 

I’m asking you is to re-visit your position. To significantly think through what we do here in this 

State, when you don’t even have a voice, what are the other counties that don’t have a vote, 

specific vote, a weighted vote for their own county? We already know Allegheny County doesn’t 

and they’re the largest single license buyer in the State. Who else doesn’t have a vote? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Philadelphia, now you say don’t have a vote; Philadelphia doesn’t 

have a county organization. We have a number of counties that have blended organizations 

representation from several different counties combined into one. Obviously Allegheny and 

Philadelphia are the two primary ones and I’m drawing a blank on the others, there’s two others. 

Carbon County would be one. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I think you see my frustration, we don’t even know 

who doesn’t have a vote but yet you tell me they have a vote every year, or a poll or whatever, I 

don’t know how you even present a poll if I look at how you present other things this poll 

obviously isn’t pro Sunday hunting. I would vote against Sunday hunting if I read all this and I 

was a believer.  
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: We represent the position of our member’s, sir and I you know, I 

think we’re to the point of badgering here, but I guess— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: It’s not badgering to the point of frustration where you 

don’t want to recognize the ability to compromise. And don’t even know how many members 

you really have, I know in Berks County it’s only 800 of 6,000 it’s never been shared with us 

before. I think it’s enlightening for me and I’m not badgering you, this is a true, I haven’t been 

able to participate in other hearings, I’m glad you sit here because I vote for you, I vote for 

farmers. I don’t want to reconsider that because they sit here and say, I can’t vote for you or help 

you. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: The point is, the real farmer members set the policy of the 

organization. I have already conceded that’s probably about 50 percent of our membership.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So, 25,000. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: It would be somewhere in that ballpark.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Okay. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Okay. Now if the other 50 percent doesn’t like the position of our 

organization, that’s why we have membership renewal every year. If they don’t like where the 50 

percent that do have the vote is going, that’s certainly their privilege not to be a member of the 

organization the following year 

 By the way, just to be clear, those that don’t have a vote still can have voice. They can 

come to the meetings and express their opinion but they do not have a vote. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I just think, and I appreciate your testimony, I think 

that many of the members here that even are opposed to, I don’t think many are actually opposed 

to Sunday hunting it’s a very conflicted issue for many of the members on this Committee, that 
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when you hear testimony where it’s weighted, some counties don’t even have a voice, we all 

represent everybody but I think every member has an expectation of compromise and 

negotiation, the ability to sit down with any entity and re-visit the position they take and when an 

entity says no and says it to a Chairman, says it to members like myself that have no true 

obligation if I have to represent only who I represent then I really shouldn’t care about you but 

that’s never going to be the truth. 

 It’s very frustrating. I don’t have any organization ever walk into my office in 10 years 

and said, I won’t compromise, I won’t negotiate, I don’t want to hear it because this is my policy. 

You either come from leadership that you’re not taking a role in saying compromise is necessary 

and we could work this out because 40 other States at least have Sunday hunting or it’s a causal 

effect to many urban legislators that know their hunters are being affected by your decisions 

based only on your priorities. Although you expect us to compromise and vote for what you 

need, and that’s not fair. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Everything that you folks do has to represent the public interest, 

okay. If you feel the public interest is so persuasive over Farm Bureau’s position, I don’t think 

you need us for compromise. I mean, that’s what it really comes out to, you folks have to vote 

for the people you represent, and if you really feel your folks believe that Sunday hunting is the 

thing that needs to be done regardless of Farm Bureau’s position, I’m sure that’s what you’ll do. 

Until our members give us any indication that there is any room for discussion, there’s not, okay, 

it’s that simple. And I’ve assured you many times over it’s going to be discussed again, as it is 

most every year.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Joel, in closing, Chairman Evans, on that 

Southwick, I sure Rob will tell you, if I recall the issue with the Sunday hunting, that was 
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actually a focus question, one of the questions was, would you support the Game Commission 

having oversight of Sunday hunting of the prohibition or the regulations. Even those opposed to 

Sunday hunting believe the Game Commission my strong majority in percentage about the Game 

Commission should have that and not the legislators so I think that helps you, in answer to that 

question. Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you. Representative Murphy. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you Joel for your 

testimony. I’m a little bit confused about the structure of your organization and I appreciate the 

Farm Bureau, what they do for Pennsylvania. But as far as the structure, there’s at the most half 

of the members of the Farm Bureau are delegates or half is that correct? And please correct me if 

I’m wrong; are half of your members delegates?  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No, no we don’t have 25,000 people sitting in the room. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: No, no, just trying to be reasonable, just trying to 

answer some questions. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I wasn’t trying to be unreasonable in my answer, I just wanted to 

make sure you understood that the delegates, there’s a portion in, you know, I guess I should 

have been prepared to know the math of what our proportion is but there’s an equal proportion of 

delegates, the delegates represent an equal proportion amount of members in that county on the 

delegate floor. So if you’re a smaller county, you may only have two delegates, in fact that is our 

minimum, two delegates. And then as you add on membership you would get to have an 

additional delegate. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Does Lackawanna County have delegates? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yes. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Okay, so I would be able to find who the county 

representative is from your Web site? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: County president, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: County president, and then how about the delegates, 

are the delegates names available as well? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No, no. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: So that’s private, secret delegate organization that votes 

on Farm Bureau issues? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: It’s not secret, but I don’t know that I have the authority to, counties 

control their own membership lists, counties control who they’re sending to the delegate floor, 

not that we don’t know who it is, I just not sure that I have the discretion of providing that. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: So, are your voting delegate meetings, are they open to 

the public and open to the press to attend and take notes? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: It’s open, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Okay, that’s good. So that next meeting is on the 14th, 

will all the delegates be there? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yeah, we keep saying the 14th and again I don’t want to mislead 

anybody, what day of the week is it? Fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth I think are our dates this 

year, Darren do you know? I just wanted to make sure I had the right dates, so the delegate body 

will begin meeting on the fourteenth and it goes through the sixteenth.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: That’s great; and I wanted to get that on the record for 

those that are watching at home on TV, those that are listening on the internet, and for the media 
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that’s here. I think it’s important because maybe it’ll shine a little bit more light as to how the 

organization, organizational structure of the Farm Bureau actually operates.  

 Being from Lackawanna County it’s a fairly urban county but we do have a lot of hunters 

and some of the reasons some of my colleagues have discussed compromise is there are some 

issues that we may be able to discuss and it’s difficult for anyone to take a hard line stance 

because there always should be room for compromise. And some of the people that have reached 

out to me are single moms, dads, hunters, that have split custody as we’re all aware the 

employment situation here in Pennsylvania and across the nation is troublesome to say the least, 

but with underemployment also being a critical issue in that employment factor we have mom 

and dad hunters who have to work throughout the week and also on Saturday to try to make ends 

meet and work the overtime do what they can so some hunters only have an opportunity to spend 

time hunting with their children potentially on Sundays and maybe once a week, maybe every 

other week depending on their custody agreements, but those parents, those hunters would not be 

hunters if there was no Sunday hunting. The passing on of hunting from generation to generation 

could potentially create even a more negative impact over the long term because these younger 

children are being introduced to hunting because they don’t have the opportunity to be with their 

parent/hunter on a Sunday if possible. That may be something that some of my colleagues would 

consider as a compromise. Is that something that the Farm Bureau or something that you may 

have talked to some of your members or delegates about in regards to any type of Sunday 

hunting?  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I think our members are pretty well informed of all the reasons that 

proponents want Sunday hunting and all the different ideas that are being circulated and that’s 

why I believe they’ll have an informed and intelligent discussion on the delegate floor.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: The other thing that I happen to notice is because 

there’s really no empirical evidence, I’ve looked at your testimony, and I’ve heard the questions 

asked of you by my colleagues as far as statistics and numbers and I know that you don’t have 

those with you today, but was there any research or any hard numbers or empirical evidence that 

you can provide this Committee so that we can review before a determination or a decision is 

made before our final vote on this legislation. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I know I can go back and find the study that I saw the 80 percent, or 

nearly 80 percent landowners opposed and nearly right around 50 percent sportsmen in favor.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: When was that study conducted? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I believe it was what, 2006, 5.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Okay, Okay, it just seems to me that there’s on the 

feedback that I’ve gotten from Lackawanna County, and maybe it’s not a big Farm Bureau 

county so I’m not going to have a lot of delegates possibly or potentially. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Lackawanna, by the way, is combined with Wyoming County.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Ok. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: But they do have representation.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: So they have representation but they have less 

representation than other areas because they have fewer delegates because they have less 

members. Would that be correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Well there membership would be combined with Wyoming that 

could actually be to their favor depending on you know which county sent how many delegates.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: But, as the case with Philadelphia County as the case 

with Allegheny County, more urban counties and urban areas are less represented by Farm 

Bureau delegates. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Sure.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: So, the opinion reflected by the Farm Bureau isn’t 

necessarily that of the hunters from Allegheny, Philadelphia, or Lackawanna Counties. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Now, that’s pretty much a given, yes, that’s why I suggested it. I 

know you folks have to represent the people that vote for you.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: I appreciate that, thank you for your testimony Joel and 

thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: If I may just, Representative Murphy, and I just throw this out as a 

question myself. It does kind of surprise and amaze us at Farm Bureau that the more urban folks 

on this Committee seem to be the ones most in favor of this moving forward in this issue because 

it seems like that’s where the population would be that wants to be out in the country doing other 

things on a Sunday and be most concerned about Sunday hunting but again you should know 

your folks.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Yeah, but I think, I think, there’s, that’s why every 

member of this Committee that’s asked question at this point talked about compromise and there 

is a complete unwillingness on behalf of the Farm Bureau to compromise, so as Representative 

Gergely has suggested earlier maybe the Farm Bureau should revisit their position as far as 

compromise and maybe we can work this out. Thank you. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: To make it clear it’s revisited very often.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Hahn. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: Thank you, thank you for your testimony Joel, as you can 

see we’ve a very diverse State and a lot of different opinions here. My Farm Bureau in 

Northampton and Monroe County, very active. I’m getting tons of emails from them and a mixed 

bag. You know, I was just out at a meeting the other day, father and son, one is for and one is 

against, you know they’re farmers or property owners, so and I know, I had requested a hearing 

in my district because of that. A lot of sportsmen are coming up to me saying they’re agreeing 

with the Farm Bureau with the farmers in our area for no Sunday hunting, that’s one of the things 

that I’m hearing. Your membership maybe should get out in Allegheny or where ever and let 

them know how they feel on that, that’s important to me to know how the people in my area feel 

on the issue and you know I just think it’s something you need to do but you know, and again I 

don’t want to beat a dead horse here, but you know compromise is something you may want to 

talk to your membership about. I have a meeting I’m attending next week with; I don’t know 

how many people will be there from the farmers and hunters., and that’s my question, are they 

willing to compromise, is there something that we can do to make this work for everyone. So 

something I think you need to take back to your membership. I’ll go back to my county Farm 

Bureau people and ask them that myself. Thank you for your time. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: And I think what you’re doing is exactly what you need to do, you 

need to be talking to the folks that vote for you, that are Farm Bureau members. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Masser. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Thank you Joel, I know you’re in a tough spot because 

you’re the messenger. I was at county Farm Bureau just a couple weeks ago and I saw the 

grassroots effort, I saw how they vote on certain issues, you know they raised an issue of soil 

coming off the farm and that’s the farmer’s soil and the township should put the soil back and 
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that’s what they’re bringing and they brought up that and a number of issues. That’s how that 

grassroots comes up to your organizations and then the organization as a whole, I think they vet 

that first and then the organization will vote on issues that make it through that vetting process, is 

that pretty much correct? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Well the only vetting that occurs between the county and our State 

annual meeting is simply – which happens to be happening today after this hearing, we start at, 

we have Farm Bureau members from all the counties coming in and we go through the policies 

and simply if there is duplicates you know, if there is three of one obviously we only put one 

forward, just that type of thing, cleaning up the language, that type of thing, but there is no taking 

out policy, well there would be policies taken out if it's already saying what we have for policy. 

In other words, we got a number of policy resolutions saying oppose Sunday hunting, well we're 

going to throw those out because we already do, it’s the ones that are different that we’ll 

consider.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Right and I would agree with you, certainly in my rural 

area, I would say 85 percent of the membership is farmers, certainly the ones that were present at 

the meetings that I’ve been at and I’ve been at a number of them in my counties. As a former 

farmer I certainly understand the concerns of farmers, I understand the concerns of trespass laws 

and I’ve lived them. Could you tell me who the county is that asked for Sunday hunting? You 

said one of the counties has requested Sunday hunting. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I honestly don’t know. I didn’t ask. I can, well, I guess I could 

voluntarily say that we tend to hear more from support from our members in western portions of 

the State.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Okay, and maybe that has something to do with my next 

question that I’m hearing from folks from Ohio, that the Ohio Farm Bureau was adamantly 

against Sunday hunting when it was first proposed, it was rolled out in a couple different phases, 

I think, and after that first phase where they saw the sky didn’t fall, the Farm Bureau 

membership decided it was going to be neutral on the issue because they didn’t see the issues 

that they had first anticipated I guess, I would say. Are you familiar with how that happened in 

Ohio? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Not very, my understanding was that the Ohio Farm Bureau was 

never strongly engaged in opposition as what our members have been to begin with. Not to say 

that there might not have been opposition, I’m not familiar. I could find out. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: If you could Joel, I’d appreciate just for peace of mind 

for myself. I’ve certainly been hearing overwhelmingly from my farmers that probably 3 out of 4 

certainly on the Farm Bureaus agreeing with the Farm Bureaus stance. I’d love to see some kind 

of compromise you know if we could do public lands only, private opt-ins, but I understand 

where the farmers come from because there’s still going to be trespass issues where they don’t 

know where the public lands stop and the private lands start. I would just love to see some kind 

of compromise. When you’re sitting in these seats that’s what it’s all about, compromise. Nine 

out of 10 bills you've got to compromise or you’re not going to have it go through, and especially 

in light of when you see the numbers of declining number of hunters it’s got to be of concern to 

the farmers when we look at crop damage if we have that declining number of hunters at what 

point do the farmers really have troubles and when that number gets too low and the herds of, 

you know what I’m saying Joel? 
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Sure, we share the concern and that’s why I suggested some things 

in my testimony about things that we can do that don’t involve Sundays. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: I think you’re correct in that if a Sunday is added 

they’re going to go according to herd size which might mean, if a Sunday is added, you might 

have four or five days where there normally would have been hunting and now you’re not going 

to have that hunting out in the countryside for those folks who like to do those outdoor activities 

are getting five for one could be the case.  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: It’s going to be a shift.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Yeah, alright thank you Joel. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, Representative Pyle. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Thank you Mr. Chairman, you don’t mind if I speak from 

the podium, do you, I’m kind of hidden back there? Joel thanks for coming today. Chairman I've 

got to be very upfront with you, I know Joel, we’ve worked with a bunch times namely on 

Transportation Committee on weight limits on vehicles and what not, and frankly it is the 

concern for my farmers that has me leaning against the proposed impact tax because they are the 

ones most directly benefitting from the wall heads. 

 Now Joel, I’m going to be totally totally honest with you, I’m about as on the fence as 

you get, NRA and the pro Sunday hunting guys last weekend dropped a mailer on my district, 

contact me, let me know what you think. Want to know what the count is, 220 to 180 thus far 

since last Saturday in favor but, getting that out there, I still am on the fence. But you’ve said 

some things I need a little further clarification on, if that’s alright? 

 Before I start I’d like to comment that Representative Gergely, I don’t know what leaf 

peeping is either but if you’d like to walk outside later I’m sure we can get it done. And I want to 
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clarify one more thing, I fully understand no means no, I just served 4 years under Ed Rendell, 

when he wanted to increase income taxes 16 percent we were very clear that no meant no. Now, 

you've said it takes away from other Sunday activities like hiking, biking and family time. What 

activities are acceptable? Because, I know growing up, and I just told a guy outside until 1996 

the only guy I ever went to the woods with was my grandfather, okay, I was blessed that way. He 

lived a very long life, nailed a deer just about every year and coming from a farm folk, I’m 

curious what are acceptable Sunday activities? If we're not allowed to go to the woods? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I think I suggested that you certainly are allowed to go the woods 

and I’ve had a lot of experience in the woods on Sundays that didn’t involve carrying a gun but it 

was very much related to hunting. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: What about Steelers games, are those okay? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: This isn’t about blue laws as it’s been labeled for us, it’s really not. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: You actually brought up blue laws and so that’s why I 

asked. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I brought it up as this is what the proponents have suggested that it’s 

just an old blue law to get rid of. What we're saying it’s really not. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: I feel the same way about not being able to sell cars and 

motorcycles on Sundays, that’s another outdated blue law, just saying. 

 Farmers are experts on what can and can’t be done on their private property, could not 

agree more. What if you got a farmer that wants you to hunt on his property? I got a number of 

elderly farmers that can’t go out and red tag the deer that are taking down their cornfields. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I think as I suggested in my testimony at this point what we’ve heard 

from our members is that they understand, they may not always like the restrictions they have on 
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their own property, but it’s something they constantly deal with and at this point in time it’s 

viewed as it still a public interest issue that there should not be Sunday hunting because it affects 

others that are going to be doing it or not going to be doing it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: I might buy that assertion on private property, but you went 

as far as saying we shouldn’t do it on public land either and that kind of harkens to what the line 

of questioning from the last three interrogators have laid on you. No means no, why should Farm 

Bureau assert itself of a public – like game lands, not parks, but game lands? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I understand, and our concern with public game lands is there’s no 

clear boundaries, people easily can mix from the public games lands and to private lands, that 

interface is out there all over the State.  

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: So, it’s hit or miss, you really don’t have a position on what 

we do with State games lands that are under control of the Game Commission, you’re just 

afraid— 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Were opposed to all Sunday hunting, I mean— 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Yeah, I get that, I get that no means no thing, I understand 

that, I thought we covered that. Land owners don’t want it, what do you do about guys that buy 

leases per hunting camps? I know a number of people that will rent, not in Armstrong, we just go 

shoot deer where we want to, and we have a lot of them. What do you do about a guy that buys a 

lease up in Tioga of 30-40 acres, because from what I understand folks from the urban areas, and 

I clearly am not from an urban area, but it’s popular to buy leases in the northern part of the State 

up in the T, 30-40 acres where they can go up couple of months a year, well couple of weeks a 

year, deer season is not that long and they can walk over that leased land, how do you answer 

that? And I really am looking for some direction here. 
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 DIRECTOR ROTZ: The only way I can answer that is apparently we haven’t heard that 

concern through our membership because we are where we are.  

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: That’s fair. Well Mr. Chairman, I got to tell you, I was one 

of those guys that signed onto Representative Matt Baker’s bill last year that all Pennsylvanian’s 

have a right to hunt and fish. That’s kind of tempering my assessment of the various sides here. 

 I have just a few more. Let’s say you’re out walking in the woods which I do quite a bit, 

my daughters, I’ve taught to shoot in the woods, we have family land, what happens if you run 

into a rabid coon while you’re out there leaf peeping? Do you try to out run it? Or what? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I believe you need to be asking the Game Commission. I don’t know 

what the, to be honest with you I’m not sure what your, I assume that if you can justify taking an 

animal based on the threat to your health, but the Game Commission would need to answer that. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: I’m not so sure castle doctrine extends to wildlife, but I 

guarantee you that if I see a rabid coon advancing in my daughter, I’ll take my odds with the 

Game Commission rather than with the coon. I know what’s going to happen to the coon.  

 Dissension from leadership, and I’ve got to share this with you too Mr. Chairman, I feel 

there’s a little bit of that going on and being I think probably the only other guy besides Rep. 

Gergely to speak for the west. It disturbs me that my friends who are on Farm Bureaus, and I’ve 

worked with Armstrong, Indiana for 8 years, never missed a meeting you all held. It’s funny 

when I go to those meetings that the delegates, the members of the Farm Bureau, you know 

there’s usually Congressmen Kelly and myself you know federal, State, local guys, everybody 

there and when I go down through the hit sheet everything’s pretty much federal and they look at 

me and they go, no, you’re good, this might be the first one I might not be good, I’m hoping it 

doesn’t. 
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 Now I have a question for you, you acknowledge the success of the youth mentored 

hunting program. Coupled with your admonition to avoid going to the State game lands, I can’t 

understand why you would oppose a father with a youth mentored hunting tag would oppose 

taking his kid to a game land to teach him proper shot gun handling if Sunday is the only day he 

has, it is not private land that those are owned by the Game Commission.  

 And that leads to my next assertion; I don’t think honestly, Mr. Chairman due respect, 

that this bill’s ready to go. I’m not too far away from being able to vote for it but I think there’s 

got to be a couple minor tweaks but with a no means no attitude, I got to ask, what’s the benefit 

of even trying? I know you can’t quit, I know it’s a subject held very dear and and when you 

come back at 220 to 180 in four days these people have opinions. Right now the people that I 

was elected to represent – and believe me, when you mention dissension of leadership, I’m pretty 

good at that too. I tend to veer away from what they want me to do, but the farmers that come to 

me and this is the part that concerns me, are saying, I don’t have a problem with it but don’t tell 

Farm Bureau, that bothers me. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: That bothers me too because our members are supposed to be telling 

us what they want, this is, that’s what the policy development process is all about. Once the 

policy’s adopted, once the policy’s adopted, that’s our policy for another year. When were going 

through the policy development process our members are to feel free to take up whatever 

position they want to take up, then until the majority decides. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Now you said something earlier and I don’t mean to take 

this personally but I think you told Rep. Gergely you need to be closer to your constituents or 

something like that— 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I wasn’t implying any— 
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 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: I don’t know how it was phrased, I apologize for that 

paraphrase. I am in very close contact with my constituents, you don’t get 99.6 percent name 

recognition without talking to a lot of people and right now they are telling me to put up the vote. 

I, however, am mindful of my farmers needs because I do have a lot and I would appreciate an 

avenue being open where we can sit and bounce some ideas off of you and not run into a no 

means no wall. I think that’s how this soup gets cooked and served. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, I want to recognize we have Representative Garth 

Everett who has joined us. And our next questions will come from Representative Moul. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Good afternoon Joel. Good to 

see you again. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Seems like afternoon. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Well were getting there, good morning. I hope you 

brought plenty of Band Aids today. The hour is up and flying. You know, I gave a speech to 

Farm Bureau couple weeks ago, not for anything, but I said, you know we passed a $27.2 billion 

budget, I might have gotten a half dozen of emails and phone calls but you bring up hunting 

whitetail deer, Sunday hunting, off the hook e-mails full, I got to be honest with you about 50/50, 

it’s running about that as far as people corresponding with me. You said along the way that there 

was one county that is pushing for a resolution to change that policy on Sunday hunting, please 

tell me that was Adams?  

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I honestly don’t know. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: You honestly don’t know which one it was? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: No, I just know that we are going to be dealing with the issue and 

it’s the only way we’d be dealing with it if is a county put the resolution for it. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Okay, we’ve heard a lot about studies and things that were 

done on this and maybe later I’ll hear this I don’t know if you know this answer. How many full 

time jobs would be created if we adopted Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania? Was that part of a 

study that you might have read? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yeah, that’s you’re going to hear more about that later today, I’m 

certainly not promoting their number but, I’m sure they will. I’m interested as anybody else is to 

know what these numbers really do represent and those questions I raised in my testimony I do 

hope will get asked. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Okay, and I appreciate the fact that you do a good job of 

representing the policy of the Farm Bureau, I do appreciate that and you know how I get along 

with the farmers in my district. Representative Masser, Representative Pyle touched on 

something that’s been close to me and I do believe and you will probably back me up on this but 

I’m going to ask you straight up not being nasty by this, but does Farm Bureau believe in 

personal private property rights? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Good. So, if I were – and I fully intend to do so if this bill 

grows a pair of legs – introduce an amendment or offer an amendment to the bill that would state 

private land only with a subsidiary to strengthen the hunting trespass laws, is this something that 

you would have the Farm Bureau consider? 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: Again, I think there’s constantly confusion here about what my role 

is at Farm Bureau. I take the direction of the members, I don’t tell them what to do. The 

members are going to decide, as I repeatedly said, what they’re open to in the coming year’s 
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discussion. I am not in any position today to signal any willingness to support any amendment to 

this bill or oppose and that could change. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Right, I get that but it is if I’m not mistaken it is your 

responsibility as their representative to take the questions and ideas that come from this body to 

them. I’m not saying you’re promoting it, at least put it in front of them and say this was 

something that was talked about, there you go. 

 DIRECTOR ROTZ: I think our members are going to be fully aware of everything that’s 

being talked about when they have this discussion.  

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Well, one of the things that I heard over and over and over 

again is we want to be able to walk in the woods without having bullets zinging by. Well, this 

amendment would kind of take care of that because if it’s private land only you have no business 

walking in my woods while I’m hunting without my permission. So, the leaf peepers, which I 

never heard that and certainly don’t want to be derogatory toward those people that like to go out 

and look at the fall leaves, I like to do it too, but this would in my opinion kind of take care of 

that aspect of it as well as the farmers. You’re not allowed to hunt if I’m not mistaken, you’re not 

allowed to hunt on anyone else’s land without their permission as it stands, posted or not posted, 

so this would then cure the Farm Bureau’s position as we want to have that day for a day of rest 

on our land. It would also cure the position of the people that say they want to go for a walk in 

the woods, you’ve got the State forest, you’ve got all the public land, you don’t belong on private 

land without permission to start with, so I think that, I’ve heard the word compromise, and I’m 

going to offer it as an amendment as a compromising amendment and I wanted to get that out 

there so that I promised my local Farm Bureau, I couldn’t vote for this in its form but here’s a 
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compromise that I think that would make all sides happy at least for now. I’ll finish with that and 

say thank you, I appreciate you being here and your testimony today. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much and thank you Joel for your testimony this 

morning we appreciate it. That will conclude the questioning, we're about an hour behind 

schedule, so I apologize to the members but we felt this was important questions and answers 

that we needed to cover. I will ask our testifiers on down the line if you can keep to your stated 

the times that would help us in speeding up the process to hopefully to get us a little bit back on 

to schedule. Next to present is Evan Heusinkveld, Director of State Services along with Mike 

Budzik and Jeff Watkins the U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance. Welcome gentlemen. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Thank you Mr. Chairman, Chairman Staback , members 

of the House Game and Fisheries Committee, thank you for the opportunity to be here today. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: If I could ask you to bring the mike closer, please. Thank you. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to talk 

about HB 1760. My name is Evan Heusinkveld, I’m the Director of State Services for the U.S. 

Sportsmen’s Alliance. I’m here today as part of the Sunday hunting coalition which is comprised 

of the nation’s leading hunting and conservation organizations. I’m joined today by Mike Budzik 

and Jeff Watkins who I’ll introduce in a few moments. 

 There has been much debate this year about HB 1760, the effort to lift the ban on Sunday 

hunting. We’ve heard all sorts of arguments many of them without merit. Mike and Jeff are here 

today to talk about their experiences in Ohio when that State moved to lift its ban on Sunday 

hunting. But first I want to put to rest some of the misconceptions about HB 1760 and the 

comments we have heard throughout this fight.  
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 First is the misguided idea that sportsmen are in some way asking for special treatment. 

That were asking for an extra day, a special day. This couldn’t be further from the truth. What 

we are asking for is to be treated just like every other group of people in the Commonwealth who 

are able to recreate as they see fit 7 days a week. Currently sportsmen and women are restricted 

to 6 days a week no matter if it’s on land that they bought and paid for themselves or on public 

ground paid for through hunting license dollars. We just want the ban to be lifted and to be 

afforded the same rights as everyone else to pursue our passion. We’ve also heard how the 

economic impact has been greatly exaggerated, yet the opponents only have conjecture while 

study after study after study continues to show the same thing. Sunday hunting will create 

thousands of jobs and hundreds of millions of dollars of economic impact. Just last week the 

Legislative Budget Finance Committee released its most up to date report yet, showing $800 

million in economic impact every single year.  

 Another argument we heard this morning was that farmers work six days a week and 

would like to have Sundays free to use their land as they see fit. We couldn’t agree with that 

more. All were asking for is that we simply get the same opportunity to do it with our land. This 

bill, HB 1760, actually gives landowners including farmers more choice, more ability and more 

freedom to use their land however they see fit. The landowner will still control who gets access, 

just as they do now Monday through Saturday. A farmer’s personal choice shouldn’t limit 

another landowner’s ability to use his or her own lands, just as that private landowner shouldn’t 

be able to limit how a farmer uses his or her farm. Under HB 1760 landowners can still prohibit 

hunting on their own land and sportsmen are certainly not forced to go hunting on Sunday’s if 

they do not want to. Lifting the ban on Sunday hunting would simply put the choice in the hands 

of sportsmen and landowners.  
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 What surprises the coalition the most about the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau stance is this, 

they are actively advocating for a position that restricts their own member’s property rights. By 

not allowing land owners to decide if they want to allow or partake in hunting in Sundays the 

State is limiting their property rights with the blessing and encouragement of the Pennsylvania 

Farm Bureau. How quickly would they march to Harrisburg if another wise legal agricultural 

practice was banned on Sundays or Tuesdays for that matter?  

 Chairman Evans alluded to the point earlier that there’s been much confusion and missed 

information spread about HB1760, so I want to be clear. HB 1760 does not force a single land 

owner to allow hunting on their property on Sundays if they do not so choose. HB 1760 doesn’t 

force a single hunter to go hunting on Sundays if they do not so choose. HB 1760 simply moves 

the authority to where it belongs with the Pennsylvania Game Commission where it can be used 

as another management tool in setting seasons and bag limits. When and if the Game 

Commission allows Sunday hunting private landowners, I’m sorry, excuse me, private property 

rights per landowners including farmers will actually increase. Landowners including farmers 

will continue to have full control over who has access to their lands and when such access 

occurs.  

 And finally I’d like to take a moment to correct the record about sportsmen and some of 

the stuff we’ve heard today. Many of those opposed to HB 1760 have inferred that family time in 

the outdoors will somehow be restricted if this bill passes. On behalf of the sportsmen and 

women of Pennsylvania, I’d like to remind you all that we have families too, and some of our 

greatest family memories take place in the outdoors while spending times with our families.  

 Passage of HB 1760 would be a natural extension of the mentored youth hunting program 

which we heard about earlier. Pennsylvania was the first State to pass such a bill in 2006, since 
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then 32 other States have followed suit. We are asking that you continue to bolster that program 

by passing HB 1760 and extending the possibilities for hard working adults and youth who are 

not able to hunt during the week. 

 In closing, I’ve asked these two individuals to join me today to give you a firsthand 

experience in some insights into the aftermath of allowing Sunday hunting in Ohio. My first 

guest is Mike Budzik, Mike was the Chief of the Ohio Division of Wildlife from 1995 to 2003, 

which included the period when Ohio opened up Sunday hunting. 

 MR. BUDZIK: Good morning Mr. Chairman, good morning members, thanks for 

allowing this buckeye here and by the way if you get an opportunity tell your Penn State team to 

take it easy on the Buckeye’s this year, we’ve had a kind of had a tough year, I’d appreciate it. 

I’ve been with the Division of Wildlife for 30 years, I did retire in 2003, most of my career was 

spent working with private landowners, I was a private lands biologist, I wrote wildlife plans for 

landowners and I coordinated that program and by very good fortune I was able to make my way 

up to be chief. My comments, I will try and keep them brief, I realize about the time and also I 

want to make a few comments that were not included on my written testimony of things that I’ve 

heard yesterday as I talked with some of you.  

 I heard the same fears that you heard. For 30 years as an employee of the Division we 

heard them repeatedly – and by the way in Ohio you’ve all heard of EF hunting with the Farm 

Bureau in Ohio is the EF hunting of the Ohio General Assembly. When they talk, the General 

Assembly listens. They were adamantly opposed to Sunday hunting over the years, but they did 

allow us to talk to them to work with them to take incremental steps along the way to addressing 

the concerns of their membership as well as giving us an opportunity to work with them.  
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 I can only tell you that it was a huge success for farmers, for sportsmen, for landowners, 

even for the small business folks. Sportsmen finally got the privilege to hunt on Sunday with 

family and friends and these friends in many cases were landowners and farmers themselves. 

Turned out it provided opportunity for really everybody. Many farmers and landowners now 

have a chance to get together either on Sunday morning or Sunday afternoon for a little bit of 

time of field, and I bet that maybe some of you have been in Ohio hunting and maybe on Sunday 

because it is, it does provide a great opportunity. Fact is many Ohio farmers love to hunt and 

now they can, you know in Ohio there are three organized groups as I said, Farm Bureau, 

farmers union, and Ohio Federation of Soil Water Conservation Districts. These folks did work 

closely with us and they were willing to come to the table and that’s how we got to the point.  

 And just a couple comments that I didn’t have on my testimony written part, but since 

2002 since Sunday hunting has come in there have been no incidents in terms of, we haven’t shot 

any horseback riders, haven’t shot any horses, we haven’t got any mushroom pickers or berry 

pickers, or hikers, or peepers, or whatever that is. Honestly and not any joking form, it hasn’t 

happened. And it’s been successful, it is a non issue. Farmers and private landowners did not 

close their land to hunters or otherwise go on a big crusade, and there were farmers that were 

opposed to this. I mean just as I’ve heard today and they have their reasons, but there was no 

whole scale effort to do that, something that didn’t come up during the testimony in Ohio that we 

learned afterwards was in many instances the farmers that allowed a person to come on his 

property hunt on Sunday usually was a family member or a close personal friend who otherwise 

didn’t have the time to go out. But what happened is these guys realized that it was such a 

privilege to them to be able to do that they turned into an extra set of eyes on that particular day 

that they’d watch the property. In Ohio we had a lot of problems with people dumping trash and 
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trespass and stuff like that, these folks acted as an extra set of eyes to help the landowner and 

actually in many instances a lot of that stuff got severely curtailed.  

 So in summary, Mr. Chairman and members, I can honestly tell you, it is a non issue, I’m 

not going to tell you that there hasn’t been some kind of incident here or there Statewide but 

when I’m speaking about in all encompassing terms you know if there is an issue when the pot 

starts to boil over you know there’s been nothing. Farm Bureaus been pleased, the Ohio 

Federation Soil Water Districts been pleased, we’ve heard no complaints from the Audubon 

folks, or the hikers or the berry pickers, it’s been fine. And it has an enviable safety record. That 

concludes my part Mr. Chairman. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Thank you Mike, Mr. Chairman, if I may, my second 

guest today is Jeff Watkins. Jeff is a 25 year veteran of the Ohio Farm Bureau who now works 

with us on some sportsmen’s issues, so I’ll turn it over to Jeff. 

 MR. WATKINS: Thank you Evan. It’s a pleasure to be here today. You know Mike and I 

worked this issue heavily kind of from different angles. He was a Chief of the Division of 

Wildlife and I was a long time employee of Farm Bureau, but I was not in the government 

relations side I was in the member’s side. I was the Vice President of Field Services, I managed a 

staff of professionals that worked with the individual county Farm Bureaus.  

 So I heard and had heard for years member concerns, policy debates on Sunday hunting; 

it was one of the foremost policies. Let me give you a little bit of background on Ohio Farm 

Bureau, the Ohio Farm Bureau is of course agriculture is the number one industry in the State of 

Ohio. The Farm Bureau is by far the largest organization, when I left there, when I retired in 

2007 we had over 230,000 members, of those 230,000 members there was about 70,000 farmer 

members so about 30 percent – 33 percent were farmer members. And in Ohio, I can’t speak for 
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Pennsylvania, I know most of the State Farm Bureaus operate in a similar fashion, but in Ohio 

the delegates for each county are determined by the number of farmer members in that county. 

So you would get one delegate for every 200 farmer members or part thereof, so a county with 

600 farmer members would have three delegates. In the whole State of Ohio 87 county Farm 

Bureaus, about 340 delegates would come together annually and set policy for the organization. 

So that’s kind of how Ohio was set up and of course I said I was in the field services department, 

I was vice president for 12 years so I heard firsthand from the members, Sunday hunting I really, 

if somebody would ask me back in the mid-1990's, if somebody would have said will we ever 

see Sunday hunting, I probably would have said no. I just, it was such a heartfelt issue with so 

many of our members, but you know I think in the end, I mean I think we came to a crossroads 

and there was a lot of trespassing problems in Ohio that was one of the compromises that the 

Farm Bureau got when Sunday hunting passed, was the strengthening of the trespassing laws and 

that meant a lot to a lot of our farmer members. I think that one thing led to another and we did 

compromise and even during the compromise and when the decision was made to go forward 

with it we still had a lot of members that were scared to death, oh were going to have all kinds of 

problems, it’s going to lead to this and that and the sky is falling, and then we had other people 

that said hey, it’s a sign of the times, you know, Sunday’s a lot different day than it used to be. 

We need to allow this to happen. And, I can honestly say, and we phased it in in Ohio, we had 

couple year period there where Sunday hunting was phased in, but after it happened, I expected 

to hear all kinds of feedback from the field and from the members and I didn’t hear anything. It 

was as exactly as Mike was telling you from he seeing it from the Division of Wildlife’s 

perspective but me seeing it from our members, we had no problems, there were no I heard no 

stories, there were no issues, I’d go out to meetings and I wouldn’t hear anything, I had all these 
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field people were reporting to me I didn’t hear anything. It was amazing; it just dried up over 

night. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Thank you Jeff, Mr. Chairman, thank you again for 

having us here today to testify in support HB 1760, we would welcome any questions that 

members of the committee might have.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much Evan. Do we have questions from the 

members? Representative Staback, Chairman Staback. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Gentlemen thank you for your testimony, the question Evan is 

going to be directed more to you. Now the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance has been a constant and 

helpful presence throughout the debate on Sunday hunting. You’ve done a great job in spreading 

the word about the benefits of Sunday hunting and of course you’ve done a great job in trying to 

knock down some of the accusations of the naysayers, I think you’ve covered much of the 

territory I was hoping that you would cover today. But I do have one question. Can you tell the 

committee, what has been the biggest surprise to you in the consideration of 1760? 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Mr. Chairman, Chairman Staback, I guess for us the 

biggest surprise is to see that the level of inability or the unwillingness of the opponents to have 

meaningful negation, to find a reasonable middle ground, to meet us halfway. As Mr. Rotz said 

this morning sportsmen and farmers are natural allies, we're natural partners, sportsmen need 

farmers for access, farmers need sportsmen to help control wildlife populations. You know we're 

simply wishing they would be willing sit down, work with us on this as their sister organizations 

in other States. At the end of the day we heard a lot about compromise, compromise is a two way 

street, it takes two to tango it’s something that we're willing to talk about, it’s something we're 

willing to meet and discuss, but at the end of the day we can’t negotiate against ourselves to find 
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a compromise that’s going to be acceptable to an opponent. So, we would welcome such an 

opportunity but that is by far the biggest surprises for me. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Well hopefully after hearing your testimony several of the 

members on the committee now calling for the Farm Bureau to sit down and discuss the issue 

and see if common ground can be found, hopefully, hopefully in the near future that may occur, 

that we may see some changes to the bill itself. Thank you so much for being here and for your 

hard work. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Gergely. 

 REPRESNTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Mr. Chairman and Mike, we want to 

apologize to we gave you Terrelle Pryor, so it’s our fault, we’ll take the blame. 

 MR. BUDZIK: Apology accepted Representative, absolutely. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I also want to tell you that if you really want to talk 

about economic impact and its true numbers the week that I spend in Wayne National Forest 

every year and fly Ohio is phenomenal and the fact that I don’t go home until Sunday evening is 

even better and the fact that I support your restaurants, your local sporting goods shops and pay 

for that hotel with a lot of my friends speaks volumes for what that change has been for me. 

You’ve got a great deer management program in Ohio, Mike Tonkovich, I guess your 

predecessor spoke in 2005 and said the same things that you said in our policy hearing for our 

democrats about Sunday hunting, so we should be progressive and embrace what your message 

is and to Farm Bureau even willing to come and speak to us from Ohio and understand that this 

issue is as relevant as it’s ever been for us. Again it speaks volumes, you compromised, you 

worked through it in stages as Brent Miller spoke about from the CSF in the first hearing even in 
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New York, even in Maryland, Maryland is now expanding Sunday hunting, even New Jersey is 

expanding Sunday hunting. And to our members, one-third of the voting members in Ohio, back 

how many years ago was that, Jeff? 

 MR. WATKINS: Four years, 2007. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Four, 2007, one-third were voting members, and it’s 

similar today. Lets split the difference of the 50,000 PA Farm Bureau members, I’d like to ask 

Joel, but he left, so I can’t ask him, I'd have hoped that he would have stayed for this testimony 

but he didn’t. Let’s give him 20,000 farmers, 20,000 farmers shouldn’t affect one million 

hunters, quite frankly. Twenty thousand farmers don’t even represent the number of license 

buyers from Allegheny County, quite frankly. And when you talk about trespass laws, and I’m 

glad you did, because I want to bring up some statistics for our members to embrace from the 

State Police because I appreciate this, I have a lot of local police, well my whole district is not 

enforced by the State Police, but I support your municipalities having the State Police do the 

enforcement. Code 260 of the State Police represents trespassing and similar offenses, but 

mainly trespassing. Interestingly enough the least amount of calls for trespassing occur in 

October, November and December, I have it here, I’ll be glad to share it with any member 

because we can work through this. My point is again, we can work through this, these numbers 

don’t lie, the economic impact doesn’t lie, the freedoms and rights and choices for an individual, 

be it a lease holder, a farmer there are even farmers in the legislature that support Sunday 

hunting. I apologize if I harangue Joel and the Farm Bureau, but it’s frustrating to be here to 

know that someone is unwilling to compromise. The numbers speak for themselves, and Evan, 

who do you represent, I mean a conservation organizations that you speak on behalf of are many, 

what would you guess the number are members are in the State of Pennsylvania? 
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 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: I wouldn’t even want to hazard a guess, Representative; 

we can certainly pass around the listing of all the different organizations that are member of the 

Sunday hunting coalition, I’d be happy to read them to you but you’re talking about 

organizations like National Rifle Association, National Shooting Sports Foundation, 

Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation, Pheasants Forever, SCI (Safari Club International), 

RMEF (Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation), Delta Water Foul, the list goes on and on and on and 

there’s multiple State based organizations as well. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And just to close, and I think it’s a telling moment for 

this legislature and this committee, the Game Commission has taken a position, the Game 

Commission has been willing to compromise this issue and wants to further discuss this, I think 

we are empowered to continue that movement forward. I think it’s in stages; it’s very frustrating 

to know in Allegheny County I can’t have a special regulation area for bow hunting only. I want 

someone to come up at the table after I say that and say that you’re going to endanger a hiker or 

a biker or a bird watcher or a leaf peeper, it’s just not going to happen. There’s no State that has 

it happen, you testified that it didn’t happen in Ohio, so I want to be compelled to find the 

dangers and I get very frustrated as an outdoorsmen that we create dangers for ourselves in this 

sport.  

 You have every right to post. If you’re a farmer and you want to post, I’m all for that. I’ll, 

7 days a week, Sundays only, if you want to post for fishing, post for fishing, if you want to post 

for ATV riding, it’s your land it’s your right we should give them that right we should also give 

others the right, I own a lease, I go to Ohio, I exercise those rights and you’re now restricting me. 

That’s the message here guys, I think time for compromise, we’ve reached that pinnacle point to 
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say that and I appreciate all the other members having that same opinion at least to talk and 

compromise. Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, Representative Murphy. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you gentlemen for 

your testimony here this morning or this afternoon. One thing that I have mentioned to Joel who 

represents the Farm Bureau here in Pennsylvania was the fact that a lot of constituents who have 

contacted me, a lot of hunters in Lackawanna County are concerned about the quality time that 

they’re able to spend with their children who want to pass along a legacy that’s been passed on to 

them to the next generation, but because of under employment because of time constraints 

possibly one Sunday or every other Sunday would be the only time to bring their child out into 

the woods, out hunting. Do you have a, in Ohio do you have a program similar to our youth 

mentor program? 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Mr. Chairman, members, yes we do. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: And did you see an increase in licenses for the youth 

mentor program and an increase in licenses as a result of Sunday hunting? 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Mr. Chairman, members, from what I recall there’s been 

an increase every year. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: And Jeff, as a representative from the Farm Bureaus 

side of it from Ohio, and unfortunately the representation from Pennsylvania Farm Bureau isn't 

here right now, but it was very interesting to hear that the Farm Bureau in Ohio was adamantly 

opposed to Sunday hunting and they represent a much larger organization than that of the sister 

organization here in Pennsylvania. Could you tell me about, just speak to the concerns that the 
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Farm Bureau of Ohio had and what the end result was after the implementation of Sunday 

hunting? 

 MR. WATKINS: The concerns of the members prior to the prior to— 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: The implementation of Sunday hunting in 2005, 2002. 

 MR. WATKINS: Yeah, you know the concerns range from people on my land on 

Sunday, I want to go to church, people will be trespassing, there will be hunters coming off 

neighboring properties, my property borders public land they’ll be coming of public land into my 

property, pretty much the same things that you’re hearing here. And when it was enacted there 

was nothing, and none of those problems that we envisioned by the farmers, farmer members 

that were staunchly opposed to Sunday hunting, they didn’t happen. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: And Mike had during his testimony, he testified that 

there haven’t been any increases, there haven’t been any incidents of accidents pertaining to any 

of the concerns that were initially brought up by the Farm Bureau prior to 2002 in Ohio and 

those same arguments that been presented here today by the Farm Bureau of Pennsylvania. 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Mr. Chairman and Representative Murphy, there have 

been no incidents concerning any of those topics that I mentioned or from groups of people, I 

checked on that yesterday with the law enforcement section with the State of Ohio and it’s been 

without incident. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Thank you very much gentlemen, I think it’s important 

for those that are watching here in Pennsylvania and those that are watching on the internet 

stream throughout the county, throughout the world, that this isn’t the first time that these 

concerns were brought to the attention of a legislature and I appreciate your testimony today. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, and our final question from Representative Pyle. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Thank you Mr. Chairman, and thanks for coming the whole 

way from Ohio. Many people have made points about the financial gain that is to be made. I 

have a different perspective on this, has Ohio implemented anything similar to our youth 

mentored hunting program and if so, could you, I really don’t know this could you tell me, how’s 

it going? 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: Mr. Chairman, Representative Pyle, we have, it’s part of 

the larger "Family Afield" program. Pennsylvania was the first State to pass such a measure in 

2006; it’s been wildly successful here. Ohio’s got a very similar measure it’s called our, we call 

it an apprentice license in Ohio, it’s been met with overwhelming support and it’s, like Mike said 

earlier, it’s helping with license sales, it’s helping with driving people who previously couldn’t 

take hunter education it actually moving them towards being able to taking hunter education two 

years before they would have to under the law. It’s been wildly successful.  

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: That’s good to hear. Mr. Chairman, if we're, you know for 

the public, my concern here is the dwindling ranks of hunters. I grew up walking the woods and I 

know youth mentored, probably kind of free loaded gun there, I know youth mentoring is going 

and we didn’t even shoot anybody. The youth mentored program has been received exceptionally 

well here in Pennsylvania and that middle that it sounds everybody is desperate to find here I 

think will incorporate youth mentored hunting to renew our ranks and I appreciate your time. 

And one final comment it’s good to know Representative Gergely does have a lease in Ohio, I 

did not know that previously— 

 DIRECTOR HEUSINKVELD: We would welcome you to join him at your convenience.  
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 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: —but I’m sure that when he frequents the restaurants me 

accompanying him will drive their gross right through the roof. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you and thank you gentlemen for your testimony today we 

appreciate it very much. Next to testify will be Curt Ashenfelter, the Executive Director of the 

Keystone Trails Association. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Good morning Chairman Evans and 

Chairman Staback and other members of the committee. My name is Curt Ashefelter and I’m the 

Director of the Keystone Trails Association. 

 The Keystone Trails Association is the Statewide voice of Pennsylvania’s hikers. Our 

association represents 52 local hiking clubs throughout Pennsylvania and the 3.8 million 

Pennsylvania hiking community. Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you this 

morning concerning HB1760. 

 For generations, that is since 1873, hunters have hunted on Saturdays and hikers have 

hiked on Sundays. If hikers are hiking on Sundays and hunters are hunting on Sundays, then 

there is a greater chance for tragic consequences. Current law provides a safe and healthy 

balance in Pennsylvania. The Keystone Trails Association strongly recommends that this 

committee rejects Sunday hunting. 

 The Keystone Trails Association works to provide, preserve, protect, and promote 

recreational hiking trails and hiking opportunities in Pennsylvania. Hiking trails are not an act of 

nature, they are built and maintained by men and women. 

 Pennsylvania has over 3,000 miles of long distance hiking trails with one-third of those 

miles in State parks and State forests, one-third in State game lands, and the rest on private 

property. We have a very special relationship with the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation 
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and Natural Resources and the Pennsylvania Game Commission. We value those relationships 

and are grateful for their support. 

 We appreciate the opportunity to share with you the concerns hikers have expressed to 

the Keystone Trails Association about Sunday hunting. The hiking community has a positive 

working relationship with the hunting community and we hope to continue that relationship. Of 

course, many hikers are hunters and many hunters are hikers. 

 The hiking community has long respected the right of hunters to be afield six days a 

week. As an illustration of the commitment of hikers to conservation and the recreation goals of 

the Commonwealth, over 3,000 hikers have donated 36,000 hours of labor to build and maintain 

trails in 2011. 

 The Keystone Trails Association works to build and maintain trails with volunteer labor 

in a challenging environment that includes working during hunting season. We provide our 

volunteers with tools and materials to accomplish their good work and seek to provide them with 

an environment that is safe and beautiful. Hunters use and appreciate the many trails we build 

and maintain that improves access to hunting areas. 

 Hikers often self select out of the woods so as not to interfere with hunters and their 

pursuit of game. However, we firmly believe that six days a week for hunting is enough and that 

Sunday needs to be preserved for others such as hikers, birdwatchers, equestrians, mountain 

bikers and other outdoor lovers who go into the woods on Sundays to pursue their interests in 

peace and quiet and to enjoy the great outdoors without concerns for personal safety. 

 Hikers and their families are justifiably concerned about their personal safety when in the 

woods and the perception of danger is always nearby on hunting days. Families and children that 

go into the woods to hike or picnic should not be put in danger.  
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 Hikers pursue their hobby for a number of reasons including mental and physical well 

being. Hiking the unspoiled woods of Pennsylvania provides an opportunity to get away from the 

stresses of modern life and engage in a healthy lifestyle choice. 

 The benefits to society and individual mental and physical well being cannot be 

underestimated. Family bonds forged on hiking trips, friends hiking in groups, and clubs leading 

hikes often take place on Sundays. Older hikers, children and families learning about the 

environment and others all strive to take better care of the environment after experiencing the 

outdoors. Having children and others learn about conservation and wildlife in the outdoors is 

better than any classroom or reading about it in a book. 

 Proponents of Sunday hunting cite a study that provides statistics that Sunday hunting 

will be an economic boom for Pennsylvania because many more hunters will spend money on 

lodging, food, gas, etc. in pursuit of hunting. 

 Hikers and others who come to take advantage of Pennsylvania’s extensive trail system 

also travel many miles and spend money of lodging, food, gas, and many of the other items 

quoted in the study of Sunday hunting. The study did not consider how many people would leave 

the outdoors because of Sunday hunting and how much the Commonwealth and its communities 

would lose in revenue. 

 The economic benefits of trail users in Pennsylvania can be found in a report released by 

the Outdoor Industry Foundation. In 2005 it is estimated that Pennsylvania’s 3 million hikers 

spent $955 million on their activity. This includes $864 million for trip-related expenses, both 

day and overnight, and $91 million for equipment and services. Pennsylvania’s backpackers 

spent $111 million on trip-related expenses and $11 million on equipment and services. 
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 One day trail users averaged $98 in trip expenditures while overnight trail users spend an 

average of $238 per trip. Trail users averaged $198 in expenditures annually for trail related 

apparel, equipment, accessories, and services. 

 It is estimated that Pennsylvania’s hikers and backpackers support 12,500 jobs and paid 

$176 million in taxes related to their activities in 2005. 

 Promised economic benefits of Sunday hunting will be diminished by large numbers of 

hikers leaving the outdoors. The 2009-2013 Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan 

called the Pennsylvania Outdoors the Keystone for Healthy Living funded by the Pennsylvania 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources and developed with extensive input from 

citizens, State and local government officials and outdoor recreationists from across the 

Commonwealth recognized that Pennsylvania Outdoors is the Keystone for Healthy Living and 

cited 99 action steps to get more people outdoors. Not one action step included Sunday hunting. 

 It is hard to understand how letting 8 percent of the population hunt while discouraging 

92 percent of the State’s population and others from outside the State from benefiting from 

Penn’s woods is an economic win win. 

 Many individuals travel from out of the State to hike Pennsylvania’s wonderful network 

of trails. Many out of State hikers will stay home or travel to other States that prohibit Sunday 

hunting to hike. Sunday hunting will deprive the State of valuable tourist dollars. 

 The Keystone Trails Association as an organization is supportive of hunting as many of 

our members are hunters. We acknowledge the role hunters have played in managing wildlife 

and wild areas in the State. Hunters also acknowledge the role hikers have played in building and 

maintaining trails that provide access to hunting grounds. 
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 We have worked with Pennsylvania Game Commission on a number of State Game 

Lands to build and maintain numerous trails. 

 We believe that the case that is being made for Sunday hunting is seriously flawed. We 

do not believe that there will be a great economic benefit to Pennsylvania if you drive the hikers 

and others who take advantage of our rich bounty of hiking, horse riding, and mountain biking 

trails out of the woods on Sunday and allow a small minority into the woods. 

 Hikers are not the only people to enjoy not having to be concerned with hunters on 

Sunday. Birdwatchers, equestrians, mountain bikers, and many other outdoor enthusiasts are out 

on Sundays. 

 I have heard Sunday hunting advocates state that hikes don’t hike in November or 

December because of poor weather. That is not true, as many hikers and others enjoy the 

outdoors 12 months of the year and dress appropriately for the weather, whether fair or foul. 

Additionally, cross country skiers, snowmobilers, snowshoers and others enjoy their sports only 

during snowy weather. 

 The Keystone Trails Association wants to be clear on its concerns; expanding hunting to 

Sunday will change the way of life in Pennsylvania and the ability of millions of Pennsylvania’s 

to enjoy outdoor nature in peace and quiet. That is a choice the General Assembly must carefully 

consider. 

 Our Pennsylvania hiking community, over 3.8 million strong, is justifiably proud of the 

3,000 miles of awe inspiring hiking trails that we have here in Pennsylvania. We look to the 

Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources to assist us in preserving and 

protecting the trails in State Forests and State Parks and the Pennsylvania Game Commission on 

State Game Lands. The challenges to the trails are great and they are multifaceted. We look to 
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the State Legislature to help us maintain a healthy balance between those who seek to use trails 

for non-hiking interests and the interests of the hiking community. 

 Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much we appreciate your testimony this morning. 

Couple quick questions that just jumped to mind, you mentioned your close relationship with the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission, are you aware that the Pennsylvania Game Commission has 

endorsed a resolution to endorse the idea of Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: We are. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: And you disagree with that resolution? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Correct. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Do hikers in Pennsylvania currently pay any license fees for 

taking part in their sport? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: They do not. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: You mentioned that Saturdays are for hunters, Sundays are for 

hikers in your testimony, at the beginning of your testimony. Are you implying that hikers only 

hike on Sundays? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I’m implying that many hikers self select 

out of the woods during hunting season on Monday through Saturday and choose to hike on 

Sundays because of the perception that they’re safer hiking on Sundays. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Okay, so they do hike on Mondays, on Tuesdays, on 

Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Some hikers hike all those days, other 

hikers do not hike those days. The y only hike on Sundays. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Can you cite some statistics of injuries and bloodshed that has 

occurred on those other six days of the week when hikers are in the woods when hunters are in 

the woods? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I cannot. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Do you know of any? Do you know of any incidents or injuries? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I can only tell you antidotal stories I read 

in the newspaper that a woman was hiking in Mt. Gretna earlier this year, a couple weeks ago, 

and her dog was shot. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: And you said that hunting, people that hunt are in a minority of 8 

percent and the other 92percent. Are all those 92 percent hikers? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: No sir, 3.8 million Pennsylvanians are 

hikers. So, that’s approximately— 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: So is that a little misleading in your testimony to say that, a 8 

percent minority is controlling what another 92 percent are doing because you’re implying that 

the other 92 percent are outdoors people who are hiking. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Well, I meant to imply that the other 92 

percent who aren’t hunters may be outdoors, they may be equestrians or they may be hikers or 

they may be birdwatchers or they may be people that to date haven’t ventured outdoors because 

they’re afraid of the outdoors, but the State has a commitment to try and get Pennsylvanians 

outdoors for healthy lifestyle choices. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: And you are aware that the bill that we have presented does not 

endorse hunting 52 weeks of the year? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Yes. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Are your members aware of that? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I believe they are. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, do you have any questions? 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: What is your group’s position, or what would their position be 

on archery hunting on Sunday? Surely your people could not feel a sense of danger in the woods 

during an archery season on Sunday. How would they feel about that? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I don’t know how they would feel about 

that, I could take that back to them. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: How would you feel about that? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: How would I feel about that? I’d be 

concerned about that. I know that people who hike the trails often times get off the trails. As you 

know, most trails are blazed with 2x6 white blazes, but often time’s people lose site of the blazes 

and start to hike off the trails and if they encounter an archer there may be a tragic consequence.  

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Do you believe that your organization would be against the 

idea of perhaps just two Sundays out of the entire year? Where hunting took place just two 

Sundays out of the year? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I think any proposals that are made, any 

amendments to the bills that are made, those messages will be taken back to the members and 

then the members will voice their opinions. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: How would you feel about that? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: About two Sundays? 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Two Sundays out of the entire year? 
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 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Again, I believe that we have a very nice 

model here in Pennsylvania we have a good balance over the years, people know that they can go 

into the woods on a Sunday and not face any danger, the perception of danger, I mean as the 

seasons stand now you need an Excel spreadsheet, a matrix to understand when hunting is 

available in different parts of the State because of different geographies in the State, different 

wildlife management areas. So we used to put out notices to our members, this is when deer 

season starts, this when bear season starts; this is when turkey season starts, but it’s become so 

complicated that if you aren’t site specific about the exact county or township you are hiking in, 

you wouldn’t know what is in season and what’s not in season. So for simplicity’s sake it’s 

certainly easier to understand that hunting is Monday through Saturday and hiking would be 

available on Sunday. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you Chairman Staback, questions from Representative 

Gergely.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you for your time 

today Mr. Ashenfelter, is that correct? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Yes, sir. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I hike because I can’t find deer sometimes in the 

national forest Mr. Roe, so I spend a lot of time hiking. I’m kidding, okay, are you an 

outdoorsmen? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I am. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Are you a hunter? 
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 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Yes, I am. I call that hiking with my gun, 

yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Chairman Staback I think asked you a great question, 

bow hunters; you would feel endangered by bow hunting? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Again like Joel, I don’t want to speak 

personally from my entire organization; so, we too have a process where we can take proposals 

back to our members and they can express their opinions on those. As 1760 stands now, our 

organization is opposed to that, we're certainly willing to listen and to study any proposals that 

come out of these hearings. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I think it’s good to know, I think every one of us that 

are sportsmen understand that the harvest game with a bow it maximum 30 yards would be the 

distance that would be used, a guy like me uses 22 yards, 25 yards at max from my bow hunting, 

my comfortable range. I think I would absolutely know who a hiker is at 25 yards. If I certainly 

didn’t I should never be in the woods again. Would you agree with that? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: I personally would agree with that, but 

many of our members are not, many hikers are not sportsmen or women. They’re not familiar 

with how— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: That’s, I guess, that’s, I 'm getting to the, I guess I'm 

getting to the jest of this, and I think it was asked by again Chairman Staback when he classified 

two Sundays and I think he was kind of referring to what could add to the lethality if you’re 

afraid of a gunshot zinging over your head as some of your organization referred to, high 

powered rifles would be, I would have to assume that you wouldn’t be so afraid of a shotgun and 

a squirrel hunter, the pellets don’t have a very far range, they probably wouldn’t even, it 
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wouldn’t kill you probably unless you were like five foot in front of you. Do we get that, = do 

your members understand when you take these positions that there are only limited use 

opportunities for a weapon like a high powered rifle in Pennsylvania? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Again, with a population base of 3.8 

million hikers I think there’s a wide range of understanding of a difference between a shotgun or 

a high powered rifle, I can’t presume to speak for folks who perhaps are from urban areas that 

have never been afield, have never handled a rifle or, I don’t know what their thoughts are. 

 REPESENTATIVE GERGELY: I would hate them, well that’s perceptively we aren’t 

out there shooting people, that’s my point. Six days a week we aren’t shooting people in 

Pennsylvania. That fear is created more than it is relevant is my point. You said a dog was shot, 

but not a person, you can’t refer to any, anything that is tangible. For years this issue’s been 

debated your association spoke about it in '06 about this. That makes a big difference for me, 

prove it to me, prove it to these members that are on the fence that have to make this important 

decision. And I’ll point this out to you, you did good, and I appreciate that you went to cross 

country skiing and snowmobilers and you went beyond that because we were just talking about 

hikers in November and December, the State parks themselves say only 3 percent in November 

and 4 percent in December have usage in those State parks. The majority of that usage is by 

hunters not by hikers, we don’t picnic, we know that, we don’t picnic in November and 

December in Pennsylvania. And your own Web site refers to upcoming events, they cut off on 

October 2 and they start back up on April 27. You pretty much acknowledge that you don’t even 

use the woods for your own events during the fall season that we want to use it on the 

opportunity to Sunday hunt. It’s difficult to say we endorse, because we're supportive of you and 

you have those woods to yourself all summer long when the high activity in those State parks 
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exist. You’re restricting us when you’re not even there, you’re taking a stance when you have the 

minimal use of these facilities.  

 I’ll go further, on your Web site, because we have this fear, this supposed fear, trail care 

weekends begin Friday evening at the designated camp sites. Now I’m going to point out to you, 

these are the facilities that also have hunting on these areas. April 29 through May 1 of next year 

will be turkey hunting season, guys with shotguns in camouflage in the woods and you’re going 

to be pitching a trail on Promised Lands State Park. You’re not afraid of that, Friday and 

Saturday, you’re encouraging it? May 7, code orange day, it’s with a partnership with the Friends 

of Pinchot State Park, they have turkey season there. May 20 through 22 next year during turkey 

season and that’s at the Hauser Nature Center, Long Pond; I think they have hunting there as 

well, but this the one that really gets me, it’s the Bear Run Nature Reserve, that’s the Western 

Pennsylvania Conservancy biggest land holding, the Conservancy is a big proponent of Sunday 

hunting, of hunting in general, they have not taken a position against Sunday hunting, they 

believe rights of all land use, it’s a Friday, Saturday, and Sunday event and you can hunt 

squirrels, roughed grouse, rabbit, pheasant, wood chucks, porcupine, crows, starlings, sparrows, 

wild turkey and deer.  

 You’re proposing for your members to go in the woods and fix the trails, which we 

appreciate during all this hunting activities. Yet you come here and say we endanger you. How 

do you find a difference between the two? I want it reconciled.  

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: The trails, 3,000 miles of trails, it takes a 

huge effort to maintain all of these trails, we can’t abandon all of the hunting days of the year to 

stay at home and not maintain the trails, so yes we do take a risk by going out on those days 

during hunting season and maintaining trails. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Do you really feel like you’re taking a risk? Would 

you really encourage a risk?  

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Certainly when hunters and hikers and trail 

maintainers are all occupying the same space, there exists the perception of danger. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: A perception, is it a reality? Would you put them in a 

reality position for danger, knowing that all those seasons occurred, during all that time and also 

at Reeds Gaps Spur for October 7 through 9 you had another trail date and there is small games 

season in effect, archery deer hunting in effect, I could read off the list of the game species that 

were available as well as on Sunday’s with coyote, crows, predators. I just think that we have a 

common ground and I think the perception versus the reality for your association, I’m putting it 

on you as Executive Director, I think we want to cooperate with you, I read your editorial from 

your president, it’s like a fear mongering, and I’ll share that with the members. We aren’t the bad 

guys out there. We want you to use our woods, utilize our woodlands, you help us in economic 

impact we are your friends not your enemies but again, just like the Farm Bureau, when you take 

these stances against sportsmen, my guys are open guys but they are my district is the biggest 

license buying district in the State. We are blue collar workers that go to other places, we support 

that economic impact because we don’t hunt at home, but we also support your ability to do the 

trails for as many months as you want or for the Equine Association and its 800 members to do 

what they want in their testimony – and by the way in their testimony, they acknowledge that 

there would be positive economic impact if the Game Commission adopted Sunday hunting. 

Your own member association in their testimony advanced that. Your economic impact is in 

months of good weather seasons; our definite economic impact is when you’re not in the woods. 

Pennsylvania does better by having both. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you. Representative Masser. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: Thank you Mr. Chairman, I think his questions pretty 

much covered my questions. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you. Representative Pyle. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, and thank you for 

appearing, I appreciate your testimony today. We in Armstrong County have a very vibrant rails 

to trails line; I spent about eight years developing two miles of it. Why are your people hiking 

through game lands? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: There’s actually probably about 11,000 

miles of what people call "trails" in Pennsylvania. When I talk about 3,000 miles I’m speaking 

towards the 3,000 miles of long distance hiking trails in Pennsylvania, there’s an additional 

2,000 miles of rails to trails. The longest in hiking trails, the most famous being the Appalachian 

Trail which is 232 miles traverses State game lands, but the longest trail in Pennsylvania is the 

mid-state trail it goes from south of Evertt on the Maryland line to New York, north of 

Wellsboro and a lot of those trails are ridge type trails and they’re hiking along State game lands. 

So actually one-third of the miles, 1,000 miles of trails in Pennsylvania, long distance trails 

where you could day hike but you could also strap on a backpack and go out for week or a 

weekend or whatever length of time you wish traverse State game lands. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Would the these trails, they probably go through State parks 

and historic areas too? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: State parks, State forests, private land 

holdings, yep. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Now we're not allowed to shoot from rails to trails, but you 

want to walk through the game lands during hunting season which is your opposition, correct? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Well again, I stated that many hikers self 

select out of the woods during the hunting season because they’re afraid to be in the woods. I 

mean I get calls from families and they don’t want to be in harm's way so they self select out. So 

I think that’s one reason perhaps that we don’t have a series of tragic consequences, because 

people are self selecting out of the game lands Mondays through Fridays and then they’re hiking 

the game lands on Sunday. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Well that’s my point exactly, with this extensive rails to 

trails development, and my guy back home just tried to stop re-establishment of a commercial 

line that will take 70,000 tri-axle trips off of Armstrong County’s roads every year. If you have 

this beautiful, and I’m not going to be shy, our Armstrong County rails to trails is very nice, why 

would you not want them going there instead, not just Armstrong, but I’m sure Allegheny or 

Lackawanna or where ever he’s from. Just playing with him. Why would you not advise them to 

go to witness the fruits of your labor because I know conservancy very well is heavily vested in 

the rails to trails program and they’re doing exceptional work. There you know you have no 

danger of running into stray gun shots. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Long distance hiking trails are really 

dramatically different from rails to trails. I mean— 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: We have Baker Trail there also. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Right, so a long distance hiking trail 

typically will have a width of 24 or 36 inches, you may not know exactly, there are so few 
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people traveling the trail that you may not know where the trail is without blazes. So if you’re on 

the Tuscarora Trail which is on the— 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Mid-State. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Right, you basically, it is a wilderness 

experience, where a rail trail is more of a form a rail bed, so it’s graded, it’s nice for bicycles, it 

has a certain amount of width to it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Oh we get it hundreds every day on our section of trail and 

none of them ever got shot. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: And if that’s what you like, I mean that’s 

why they have vanilla ice cream and chocolate ice cream, if you like hiking rail trails, that’s 

great, but there is a difference between rail trails and the Appalachian Trail or the Tuscarora 

Trail. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Now, your reluctance to support hunting on Sunday’s, and I 

don’t know if you caught it earlier, I may seem harsh, but I’m a very existential questioning 

person, I just have questions. You’re alright with your guys walking through the game lands 

Monday through Saturday, yes, and you want that Sunday preserved, right? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Correct. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Aren’t you worried about them getting shot Monday 

through Saturday, because I mean right now that’s the only time you can run that risk? I don’t 

know why Sunday would be any different than any of the other days of the week. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASHENFELTER: Again, the hiking community is very large 

and diverse. There are folks that accept the risk of hiking on State game lands on Monday 

through Saturday, perhaps they take precautions, they wear blaze orange shirts or hats or jackets 
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or what have you. But there other members of the hiking community that don’t want to accept 

that risk, so they will not hike betweem Mondays and Saturdays during hunting season. 

 REPRESENTATIVE PYLE: Well it’s a game land, you know, what do you thinks going 

to happen there, you know that’s my question, I mean. What I’m trying to avoid here without 

putting anybody on the spike is, I understand there are groups that absolutely will not tolerate 

this idea and the one I’m reminded of is the one in Maine likes to dress up as moose and go 

running through the swamps on the first day of moose season and then they all wonder why did 

our guy get shot at. These are the game lands, they’re not State parks, they’re not historic areas, 

they are game lands under the control of PGC, very capably manage. I don’t know why when 

there is a very very suitable and a very nice alternative for people to go hike and bike and roller 

blade, I mean my daughter taught me to roller blade on the Ford City city section of the 

Armstrong trail. I don’t know why that is not a suitable alternative that would accommodate, and 

I’ll be honest with you, I really don’t think it’s going to generate that much money. My concern 

is the youth mentored hunting and continuing the tradition I was raised in, and I see Sunday as a 

perfect opportunity for that like Representative Moul. There have been discussions about 

opening an incremental phase-in but I have not talked about that with the Chairman yet and I’ll 

give him that respect, but I can’t get over you have a beautiful set of facilities to accommodate 

hikers, bikers, backpackers, leaf peepers, whatever, and still you would choose to go to a game 

land, that doesn’t compute for me. I’m sorry. Thank you Mr. Chairman.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Masser. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MASSER: I think, again, I think we’re dealing with a lot of 

misconceptions like the Chairman had said earlier. And I would ask that you would go back to 

your group and talk to them on the issues that were brought up today. Again, realistically, how 
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many Sunday’s would be open if you would just leave it full blown are going to be very limited, 

I would think. But I just, when groups come, I just want to come with things that are tangible and 

that you would work with us and when you say that’s it’s 8 percent of the folks that hunt, those 

are also the 8 percent of folks that paid for the State game lands with license sales and by far the 

hikers and bikers and the outdoor enthusiasts are getting a whole lot more time on the land 

purchased by those hunting dollars than the hunters are themselves. So, when we have this 

discussion we go back and forth I think we just have to look and keep that fairness in mind and 

where the dollars were generated to pay for these State game lands, while I appreciate the efforts 

of the trails and the building and the upkeep of the trails, you have to keep in mind of where 

those dollars came from to purchase that land. Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, and thank you very much for your testimony today, 

we appreciate it very much. Thanks for being here. Next will be Rob Southwick, President of 

Southwick Associates.  

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Thank you. Little brief background about who we are, our 

company. Sometimes it's nice to walk into a room and everybody knows your name, but who we 

are, what we do is we look at the economics and statistics related to fish, wildlife, and their 

associated uses; fishing, hunting, wildlife viewing, camping, hiking, all different types of 

outdoor activities. We’ve been doing this for 21 years, we’ve been focused strictly on fish and 

wildlife related issues. Our clients are generally State fish and wildlife agencies various NGO's 

(non-governmental organization) that work in outdoor and conservation issues whether they’re 

sportsmen’s groups or traditional main stream conservational organizations. We also work for 

various trade associations and private companies that are within the outdoor field, but we focus 

on fish and wildlife, why people us them, how much money they spend, what does that mean to 
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the economy. Our company is based in Florida but our work is all over the country and we also 

do a lot of work internationally, so we have a wide perspective if you will of these types of 

issues, not just Pennsylvania but in many different places.  

 I think it’s good to start a little bit of background about the importance of hunting to 

Pennsylvania’s economy. It’s been stated here a number of times that you have close to one 

million licensed hunters in Pennsylvania, resident, non-resident, about 950,000, that’s three times 

the population of the people who live in the Pittsburgh city limits. That’s a lot of people in 

Pennsylvania who hunt, that’s one in fourteen residents holding a hunting license, that’s a 

significant percentage and I don’t care the issue or organization is.  

 The average hunter spends about $1800 per hunter and we’ve had some questions about 

that number, this is a solid number, this is not a number that we made up, this data comes from 

the US Census Bureau, they do a survey every 5 years on behalf of the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service. The Census Bureau doesn’t have a dog in the fight when it comes to conservation issues 

with fish and wildlife, this is their number. And it makes sense, if you think about it, you have 

some hunters that hunt just deer couple days a year, they might spend $20 on a box of shells, 

they already have the firearm from years ago, maybe it’s passed down. You have hunters at the 

other end of the spectrum who lease land; you spend thousands of dollars for a lot of leases. If 

you’re a water fowl hunter think of the shot gun shells you go through, the equipment, the 

apparel. If you have a hunting dog, you've spend a lot more than $1800 in the dog alone. You 

have wide range, but when you average it all together, $1800 is the average. It’s a very 

reasonable number and it matches up to every other State in the country and every other study 

that looks at hunting.  
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 Well, when you combine $1800 per hunter to your nearly one million hunters in 

Pennsylvania, you come up with a big number, its $1.7 billion spent by hunters for hunting 

related activities, services, repair of equipment, to leasing land to gasoline to motels to your hunt 

camp, the whole range. Well, there’s $1.7 million injected into the economy as a retailer or see 

the money at the retail point or could be at a hotel. Those businesses then have to re-spend that 

money either to buy replacement inventory from a wholesaler or they have to pay their bills, they 

have accountants that they have to pay, they have equipment they have to buy, they have 

employees they have to pay. And those other companies and its employees then take the $100 

and put it elsewhere in the Pennsylvania’s economy. As a result movie theatres to car dealers, 

everybody benefits to some degree by hunting in Pennsylvania.  

 Well this activity as dollars exchange hands our economic models are built on date from 

the US Department of Commerce, again we don’t create the data, we just build the models from 

the existing data. Those dollars changing hands creates about 27,500 jobs. That’s about enough 

jobs for the half population of Altoona. It’s a lot of jobs especially now days considering 

employment issues. The process also creates about $210 million in State and local tax revenues. 

Again, money to be used for any purpose, and I’m not including that size tax revenues that 

hunters pay on purchase of equipment or licenses. This is the general tax revenue that you can 

use for any general purposes.  

 So, the point is hunting is clearly a part of the Pennsylvania economy. It’s often not 

looked as, as an industry, but it is. It supports a lot of good benefits for the State.  

 As mentioned, back in 2005, we were hired by your Budget and Finance Committee to 

look at this issue. During that time we conducted a survey of licensed hunters in Pennsylvania 

about this issue about their opinions, how much more hunting they might do, do they oppose the 
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issue, do they support it. And several months ago we were hired by the Committee again to come 

in and update the study using the latest information on hunter’s expenditures and participation 

rates. The data we have are the best data based on the best data available using the best methods 

available that we’ve honed over 21 years of doing this kind of work. We present this information 

to many different types of hearings, many different legal cases, many different venues, and it 

stands up. As I mentioned our data sources, US Fish and Wildlife Services, US Census Bureau, 

PA Game Commission reports the number of licenses sold and then the survey we conducted in 

2005 under the scrutiny and the review of the Budget and Finance Committee regarding what 

would people would do if Sunday hunting was available. So talking, let's go a little about the 

results, what we see, that survey showed us that hunting activity, if Sunday hunting was allowed 

for all seasons would increase 27 percent. I think that’s a very reasonable estimate, because you 

think about, Sundays for most people is half the discretionary time. The average hunter in 

Pennsylvania is around 43-44 years of age, that means you’re in the working stage, Sundays is 

half your discretionary time. In that survey in 2005 we asked them, what percentage of your 

hunting was on Saturdays? Forty-three percent of hunting activity occurs on Saturdays, so about 

the other half takes place during the weekdays. So it’s logical, if you allow hunting on Sunday, 

you are going allow more people more time to get out there and hunt.  

 Now our estimates are conservative, because we only surveyed licensed hunters, we 

could not get to people who may have gone hunting but could not because of maybe other 

obligations, maybe they can’t hunt on Saturdays. I went through that schedule a few years ago 

when my kids were small and were doing the soccer tournaments, everybody, I’m sure you have 

friends in that situation, so they’re not included in our study and of course we know from 

countless research, hunting is a social activity, when you go, you take people with you, you don’t 
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go alone. There’s a few hard core folks who do but most folks hunting is a social activity, so 

there’s a chance for more people to be introduced that may not be introduced.  

 Well say there’s a 27 percent boost, that’s what hunters told us they would do, we laid 

out the scenario and asked them how much more would they hunt, with a 27 percent boost given 

the economic impacts we know now occur as a result of hunting will allow for up to 7,400 more 

jobs in Pennsylvania, that’s a lot of jobs, that’s half the population of Bloomsburg. You know it 

created about $57 million more in the State and local tax revenues. Now I know you have 

different scenarios, we couldn't look at all the scenarios because the combinations are endless, 

but we did look at deer season only, that if you allow Sunday hunting during those two Sundays 

during the general firearm season for deer, we’d see about 18 percent in boost in deer hunting. 

And mind you, deer hunting is about 95 percent of hunters in Pennsylvania do go for deer at 

some point. There’s other types of activities to, water fowl hunting, turkey hunting and 

everything else that was mentioned earlier. But for just deer hunting only, 18 percent boost in 

activity there would result in about 3,300 more jobs and about $23 million in State and local tax 

revenues.  

 Now the committee when we did this update a couple months ago, the Budget and 

Finance Committee, there was some concerns I’ve heard here and some people were saying 

maybe they would not spend as much money, maybe you wouldn’t buy new equipment or maybe 

you’d stay at hunt camp the whole time and not spend more travel dollars. So they asked us to 

produce two lower estimates under these assumptions. So of the two estimates, the lowest, most 

conservative if you will, considers deer season only, those two Sundays in deer season, no travel 

money, it assumes that people would stay at a hunt camp, not have to drive an extra trip. Also it 

assumes there’d be no increase in purchase of firearms, ammunition, and other hunting specific 
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equipment that you still use equipment you already had. I personally don’t agree with those 

assumptions and the reasons why are, we do know that annually hunters do spend $22 million a 

year for motels in Pennsylvania, so it’s not always hunt camps, they do travel, of course you're at 

a hotel you going to have to spend money at a restaurant, you’re going to spend money at gas 

stations they’re other impacts there too. Also it doesn’t acknowledge the accelerated repair or 

wear out of your equipment; you do have to replace your equipment a little bit more often and 

especially if you’re sitting out there on a cold day and you’re wearing out your clothing things 

like that you will wear it out, you do need to replace it. Then also as a basic economic fact that 

the more you can use something the more your willing to spend, imagine if you could only drive 

your car once a week, would you spend as much money as you spend on cars now, otherwise. So 

think if you could hunt more often you’d be willing to spend more money on higher price 

equipment that gives you better value for the dollar. But, I understand some people think this 

might be a situation and that’s perfectly fine, this is a very ultra conservative estimate, if these 

conditions did exist you’re still looking at an increase of 2200 jobs in Pennsylvania and about 

$15 million more in additional tax revenues. So again, someone commented a bit earlier hunting, 

it is an industry; you look at it as a big company or an industry, and like any business if you 

create a good or foster a good environment for them to operate in they’re going to return more 

jobs, more tax revenues, more economic activity and that’s what we’re talking about here when 

it comes to Sunday hunting in relation to Pennsylvania. A few other comments that picked up 

during discussions here but maybe go to questions first, I think so of this might come out. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Great, thank you. Thank you very much for your testimony and 

appreciate you also keeping it rather brief because of our time constraints here, but you 

mentioned some great points, and to be quite honest with you, this is one of the things as the 
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Chairman of the committee that got my attention very early on. When we are charged as 

legislators with balancing budget in Pennsylvania, unlike the Federal Government we have to 

come up with a balanced budget each year and looking at the budget deficits that we have in this 

Commonwealth and the cry that we hear from individuals to not raise taxes, where does revenue 

come from? Where do we get additional revenue? This to me seems like something that can take 

place with minimal effort, legislative change to allow a select number of days to bring in 

hundreds of millions of dollars potentially to Pensnsylvania without having to raise taxes. I 

would hope this is something that our administration, that the Governor supports, that our 

Majority Leader would also embrace, once they understand what these numbers are about, that’s 

why we are so happy that you are here today because there’s been widespread criticism of the 

numbers and the methodology and I’m hoping that we have some tough questions from the 

members, some of whom may be undecided on how they’ll vote on this legislation. It’s a 

controversial issue but you can’t, you can’t dispute the numbers are going to be there. Chairman 

Staback, do you have questions?  

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Well first to comment, Rob I want to thank you for the work 

that Southwick Associates did in preparing the original report and this updated information. I 

was one of those that insisted that this report be done. The numbers you present to the committee 

are going to be the source of a lot of questions and challenges because they show such a massive 

impact you know on the Sunday hunting issue. Tell me, in your work for other States, have you 

faced similar reactions to reports you generated on outdoor issues? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Yes, yes, these kind of comments and questions are 

common. And then, we can explain how it’s produced, we don’t have opposition afterwards. 

Again showing the data sources, who collects the data? We assemble the data; we don’t collect 
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the expenditure data, the US Census Bureau does that. If you talk to a typical hunter and talk to a 

selection of them and quickly learn how much money people spend on hunting. In fact, usually a 

more of a fun setting you open up by saying, don’t tell the spouses but here’s how much hunters 

typically spend. But if you talk to hunters often they’re surprised, but if you go down the list of 

products, hey did you buy any apparel for hunting, scent lock clothing, if you will, camouflage, 

blaze orange. How much ammunition did you buy? Did you spend time practicing at the range? 

Go down the list and add up how much money they spend, often they push the table back a little 

bit. They’re a little surprised too, but then you can look at other sources, other surveys, they’re 

hitting the same number time after time again. We’ve done this for 21 years and we’ve not had 

any other information that shows otherwise. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Okay, let me ask you this. Is there any way for you to check 

your predictions now, by that, I wonder if you can point to another situation in which you’re 

modeling projected an impact that seem large at the onset, but later which proven to be right on 

the mark? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: We’ve had a number of situations often related to State 

license sales or asked to look at project what would license sales been in a different pricing 

scenarios and we’ve had people attack that too. And often with an opposition with an own 

community that don’t want to pay extra or higher license fees and just about every time we’ve 

had the chance to go back and look at it, they hit right on. So we’ve not had any errors or 

deviance off the predictions, it’s been pretty solid. We try to maintain conservatism and there’s a 

number of points how we are conservative in these numbers, we have to argue with the data, this 

what the data shows, not what we want to show. It’s what the data tells us.  
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 We’ve had issues, Alaska was a big issue there on sport fishing, people were complaining 

between accomplished and commercial fishing and recreational fishing and the numbers were 

attacked pretty hard in a new legislative environment. But when other surveys came out to show 

done by the federal government that fell right in line with our numbers, that kind of argument 

tends to back off. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Now the base that you used was the number of licenses sold in 

the Commonwealth, information that was supplied by the Game Commission. 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Correct. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: That initial number was somewhere well in excess of 900,000 

licenses. Can I presume that that included nonresident as well as junior tags, junior licenses? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Yes. Yes, nonresidents were considered in part of the 

study. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: And it included only the general hunting license. By that I 

mean, somebody bought a license then they went out and bought an archery tag, a bear tag, those 

tags were not counted in this sales? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Correct. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Just the general license?  

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Right, the number was to get to the number of unique 

hunters, not licenses sold, but unique hunters in general licenses the best measure. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Okay, okay, thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you, question from Representative Hahn. 

 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: Morning, I guess its afternoon. Good afternoon, thank you 

for your testimony. Just a quick question, we heard before that bikers, hikers, whatever, they also 
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spend money and they may not go out as much so in these numbers, have you figure that in as to 

what we may be losing in another area of revenue coming in, you know from what the hunters 

are going to pick up, is there any of that taken into consideration with these numbers? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Our study just looked at hunting only, if I can add on to 

that a little bit more. There was reference made to the 2005 Outdoor Industries Foundation study 

about hiking other activities, we did that study also, our company did that, in fact we're updating 

that study right now. Through that other work, were more than just hunting and fishing or 

outdoor recreation, the average impact for hiking and some as those other activities it’s not near 

as high because you don’t have the equipment demands. But often impact is large because it’s a 

year round activity more so than hunting, but on any given per trip basis your impact from 

hunting and fishing because of equipment demands and the passion behind it – passion in 

Pennsylvania hunting just go hand in hand – but the impact usually quite higher for a day of 

hunting but yet seasonal issues, that mix in there too.  

 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: Okay, I was just concerned because you know they are 

mentioning we may lose revenue in other areas, so that’s why— 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Its, I cannot speak why the people would not go out there 

hiking or camping or other activities. But the trade offs were not looked at between the different 

activities in this particular report. 

 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: And I will tell you my son will buy the most expensive 

gun whether he is out one day or seven days, so he’s going to spend that regardless so, but thank 

you. 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: To go on about the passion of hunting, just may a 

perspective on the issue here too is that Pennsylvania is the number two State when it comes to 
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total number of licensed hunters in the United States, it is a part of the culture here but its 

number one in days of hunting. You beat Texas, whenever you beat Texas in something it’s good 

to brag about, but the days of hunting in Pennsylvania are immense and it shows the importance 

of hunting to Pennsylvania culture and the passion behind it, so I sit back in Florida and 

watching what’s going on up here and it’s not surprising. 

 REPRESENTATIVE HAHN: Thank you.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Gergely. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Rob, when you did the 

other studies, did you look at when the usage was? Or did you look when our usage was? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: We did not look at seasonal impact. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I think that would be an interesting component of 

when do hikers, bikers, picnic cruising we know, when you look at leaves that is in the fall 

obviously but the other it would be and horseback and I know that bikers aren’t in the woods in 

December in rifle season unless they have chains on their tires or something. 

 But, to the members and I don’t think the letter was provided in the packets today the 

Pennsylvania Retailers Association has endorsed Sunday hunting for its economic impacts, I 

think that flies in the face of a loss of retail sales when the Pennsylvania Association itself 

supports this opportunity, and I can tell you and my wife will tell you especially, when I bought 

that quad this year and since my son turned 12, the additional three tree stands, the 243 the 

additional equipment, I make up the difference I think for all of you this year in that average 

spent per hunter. But, well money well worth it because AJ’s going to have a good time out in 

the woods this year.  
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 But the '05 study, I did refer to it and you remember some of the statistics, was I correct, I 

don’t want to challenge someone’s testimony, if I recall even those that were opposed to Sunday 

hunting still wanted the Game Commission to have the oversight which is the intent of this bill, 

is that is correct? 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: You are correct on your correction there, is well over 70 

percent, the exact number is 75 percent of licensed hunters wanted the Game Commission to 

have the jurisdiction over Sunday hunting. And another correction at the same time there, in that 

survey we did in 2005 actually a majority of hunters supported Sunday hunting, it was around, if 

I recall, around 56 percent and 43 percent opposed it. It was a minority of hunters, a large 

minority, but still a minority of hunters opposed Sunday hunting in the low 40 percent range.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: We’ve reached the tipping in the specs at least from 

your studies— 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: I understand about 5 years prior to that another surveys 

collected by the Game Commission where the numbers were a little bit more even than we saw 

the gap several years ago, where we had majority of hunters in support of it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you, I think in closing this will be I guess the 

last time I speak, to the members I think we reached that tipping point, I think we see that we 

understand compromise, we are in this legislature, we want to sit down and work to find ways to 

protect our culture, our traditions, our property owners rights, be it farmers or owners of leases or 

private lands, we want to see that happen. I think to both chairmen, why don’t we consider a 

sunset provision, let’s put it out there? You know in 5 years from now if this really fails 

miserably, if this prediction, these dire straits of posting are going to occur then we reenact the 

Sunday hunting prohibition. But guys we know from Ohio, we know from Maryland, we know 
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from New York, we know from New Jersey, we know from everybody that will not happen. We 

are reacting to 20,000 members of a Farm Bureau almost because the members that are opposed 

to this mostly are rural members and what’s striking, because I believe in this study because I 

know how much I spend, 7,500 jobs could be created or sustained in this State because of the 

retail opportunities what we as a culture do as sportsmen, but were letting 20,000 members 

dictate the non-creation of 7,500 jobs. 

 We need to step up to the plate, I’ll be more than willing to put a sunset provision on this 

because I absolutely know we will never sunset this, we will not hit these issues that are being 

talked about because I know when we did cross bows the same thing was talked about over and 

over again. Oh my God were going to kill every deer in the woods, there’s going to be a mass 

run in the woods with cross bow hunters, folks, none of that occurred, let’s use common sense, 

let’s be dignified about this, let’s provide opportunities for our hunters and our sportsmen and do 

the right thing. Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Murphy. 

 REPRESNTATIVE MURPHY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you Rob very much for 

your testimony this afternoon. As I was listening to your testimony I’m also reading the 

Legislative Budget and Finance Committee study that you prepared and reading some of your 

testimony, I underlined some things that I thought were especially poignant to bring to this 

discussion here today. And it’s along the lines of what Chairman Evans stated about this being a 

revenue generator for the Commonwealth as well; this is an opportunity that many hunters are 

looking forward too. It’s obviously going to generate a lot of revenue for business owners and 

for the State. It’s by all interpretations to be a jobs bill as much as it is to be a Sunday hunting 

bill and when you’re talking about increasing revenue to the State by almost $57 million, when 
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you’re talking about an increase in over $100 million and in output in Pennsylvania economy, 

and as Representative Gergely mentioned, when you’re talking about 7,500 new jobs here in 

Pennsylvania during these difficult economic times, I think it’s important to point to these facts 

in addition to the other considerations that this committee will consider as we decide to vote on 

HB 1760. I think these are important considerations as well as some of the other things that were 

vetted out here today. Chairman Staback mentioned two days hunting and he mentioned it to an 

earlier testifier about the trails and some of the hikers throughout Pennsylvania. There was no 

testimony that was submitted here today that would indicate there would be an increase in 

injuries or fatalities as a result of Sunday hunting. To the contrary, in Ohio they said over the 

past 10 years there’s been no incidents, no reported incidents of any problems with the expansion 

of Sunday hunting. So I think as we digest the information that we, in the testimony we listened 

to here today, you have to separate the fact from fiction. You know the information from 

misinformation and a lot of it seems to be intentional because they want to cloud the message, 

cloud their message and have people base decisions on fear other than realities and examples 

throughout the rest of the country. So, I want to thank you for your testimony here today and 

thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much and Rob thank you for being here today, 

making the trip to Harrisburg to be a part of this, we appreciate it. 

 PRESIDENT SOUTHWICK: Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Next we will have Carl Roe, who is Executive Director of 

Pennsylvania Game Commission. Welcome Carl, whenever you’re ready. 
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 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Chairman Evans, Chairman Staback and members of 

the House Game and Fisheries Committee as always it is a great pleasure to appear before you to 

address the issues of interest to our hunters and the general public. 

 At the June 28, 2011 Pennsylvania Game Commission meeting of the Board of 

Commissioners, the Board voted to pass the following resolution; "The Board of Commissioners 

for the Pennsylvania Game Commission declares its support for a repeal of prohibitions on 

Sunday hunting by the amending of Title 34 (Game) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statues in 

Hunting and Trapping. 

 "Whereas, Pennsylvania has experienced consistent declines in hunting participation by 

both resident and non-resident hunters over the past several decades, with both the number of 

license sold and the revenues generated experiencing steady declines, and 

 "Whereas, youth participation is vital to maintaing the long-standing tradition of hunting 

in Pennsylvania, we can effectively double the number of hunting days for youths during the 

school year by offering Sunday hunting, and 

 "Whereas, Sunday hunting is an effective means of recruiting new hunters and retaining 

current hunters by increasing the value of the hunting license through offering additional 

opportunities to spend time in the field, and 

 "Whereas, many Pennsylvania residents seek hunting opportunities and hunting leases in 

neighboring States that offer Sunday hunting; Sunday hunting will keep Pennsylvania hunters in 

Pennsylvania, and 

 "Whereas, Pennsylvania has a long-standing tradition of hunting camps and clubs, 

Sunday hunting will effectively double the number of hunting days for camp owners and club 

members, and 
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 "Whereas, Sunday hunting is expected to generate a substantial increase in out-of-State 

license sales and the accompanying revenue for the Pennsylvania Game Commission, and 

 "Whereas, hunting license sales and their associated federal matching funds are the 

primary revenue source for Pennsylvania Game Commission in carrying out its mission, 

including maintaining 1.5 million acres of State game lands and acquisition of additional public 

lands, research and management of wildlife and providing information and education to the 

public, and 

 "Whereas, Sunday hunting will provide substantial economic benefits of rural areas and 

businesses by increasing money spent by hunters on lodging, food, gas, and other incidental 

items, and 

 "Whereas, Sunday hunting is expected to generate $629 million in additional spending 

and create 5,300 new jobs, resulting in $18 million in additional sales and income tax, and 

 "Whereas, the mission of the Pennsylvania Game Commission is to manage wildlife and 

its habitat for current and future generations, and 

 "Whereas, Sunday hunting, which is currently permitted to control a growing population 

of coyotes, will provide the biologists of the Pennsylvania Game Commission a new tool to 

manage wildlife populations, and 

 "Whereas, the forty-three States that currently permit Sunday hunting have not 

experienced any discernable impact in the health or vibrancy of game populations, and 

 "Whereas, the Board of Commissioners recognizes the authority to permit Sunday 

hunting lies entirely with the General Assembly of Pennsylvania, and 

 "Whereas, if the General Assembly repeals the restrictions on Sunday hunting thus giving 

authority to regulate Sunday hunting to the Board of Commissioners, the Board recognizes the 
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many stakeholder groups any action on Sunday hunting will effect and will endeavor to engage 

these stakeholders before passing any new regulations in regard to Sunday hunting. 

 "NOW, THEREFOR, we the Board of Commissioners for the Pennsylvania Game 

Commission, do hereby urge the General Assembly of Pennsylvania to REPEAL the 

PROHIBITION ON SUNDAY HUNTING IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF 

PENNSYLVANIA." 

 I know it was a little long but I’m not so sure how much I got out to the general public as 

part of a news release, so I thought it was important for you to hear the recommendation of the 

Board.  

 The Board passed this resolution with a vote of four to three with one abstention. The one 

abstention was against the process not against Sunday hunting and since that time I believe that 

commissioner has in fact provided you testimony in favor of Sunday hunting.  

 I would also like to add that there is much speculating on the impact of Sunday hunting 

on season and bag limits. Once given the authority to add the Sunday hunting opportunity, the 

agency will address the Sunday hunting possibilities. We monitor the effect of additional 

opportunity on game populations and possible impacts. We have established harvest data and 

models to monitor any changes in harvest. 

 As it is with other changes to season and bag limits, it would be my opinion that there 

would be a very conservative approach to adding Sunday hunting. We will analyze the 

information and make future recommendations based on the estimated harvest data. It would 

only be speculation on our behalf to prejudge the impact on any season at this time.  

 I want to reiterate that the Board passed a resolution supporting the repeal of the 

prohibition on Sunday hunting in the Commonwealth. As with other issues such as the Board 
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setting hunting license fees in the future, we would welcome any additional authority Assembly 

would like to give us. 

 I would be glad to answer any questions you might have. I had to get a plug in there 

somewhere for license increase.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: We knew there would be a financial aspect there somewhere. 

Thank you very much Carl. I do want to point out to the members that we did distribute copies of 

some written testimony from Mr. Ralph Martone, the Vice President of the Board of 

Commissioners of the Pennsylvania Game Commission. That memorandum has been given to 

the members for their perusal but he is very in strongly in favor of the Sunday hunting issue for a 

variety of reasons.  

 The only point I wanted to make was you had indicated that this would be in your view 

something that would be brought about on a very measured basis at the outset if it is approved by 

the legislature. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: That would be mine as well. As you know we very 

traditional on the approach in hunting so we very seldom make wide sweeping changes in 

seasons and bag limits, I think it’d be a very measured approach on this, like I said I wouldn’t 

want to speculate on what species would be entertained early on, but it’d be a very conservative 

approach and again that hearing that you had today I’m sure that our commission meetings as we 

address any possible changes to add seasons and bag limits including Sunday hunting, they’ll be, 

they are a little more heated than the meetings here we anticipating quite a lot of participation in 

helping to make that decision. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Some of our earlier testimony Mr. Budzik and Mr. Watkins were 

here from Ohio, one gentleman who is retired who had a similar role to yours in the Buckeye 
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State and also retired member from the Farm Bureau. I think they’ve given a pretty nice example 

or a template as to how these different agencies can work together to come up with some 

compromises to move a process forward. Do you believe that if there were to be some overtures 

from the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau that you’d be willing to meet with them to discuss some of 

the problems they seem to have with this concept and work through a possible solution in the 

long run? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Well, I would offer we are always willing to meet with 

anybody who wants to bring their concerns forward on seasons and bag limits and wildlife 

management. To talk about any other issue we have very little authority, as you know we’re the 

regulatory authority until the statue change. We could have a whole series of speculation what 

might happen but we would wait for the statutory authority to do that, then we’ll engage all 

stakeholders to in fact come up with the best seasons and bag limits. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Well in speaking for myself and I believe for Chairman Staback, 

you know our doors are open and we would be very willing and able to host such a get together 

to have those discussions. The biggest problem to this point quite frankly is that the Farm Bureau 

individuals, the way there structure seems to be set up, they don’t have an Executive Board that 

seemingly has any power to make any decisions, at least that’s what we’re hearing that has to 

come from the general membership grassroots up. We do have, I believe, an opportunity this 

next month with their annual meeting in Harrisburg to have some of those stakeholders in town 

to be in a position to talk about the fact that they could be receiving some benefit. In Ohio they 

increased the trespassing laws and you know that’s something certainly we’d be willing to talk 

about. We have a member who earlier today indicated he would a draft an amendment with such 

language. It’s awfully hard as was mentioned earlier to negotiate with yourself, and at this point 
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that’s what the committee seems to be doing, we're negotiating with ourselves. And some of the 

folks that have objections we would be and I think Chairman Staback agrees, would be very 

interested in discussing some alternatives to make this work for the betterment of the hunting in 

Pennsylvania and for the benefit of our economy. So with that said, Chairman Staback do you 

have any comments? 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Well first Carl I’d like to say that the resolution that you read 

is certainly a ringing endorsement of Sunday hunting in my view. My view the Board of 

Commissioners should again be commended for the action they took on the issue. I’ve got a 

question; I’ve got a question for you if it’s in order now? Carl in your past service to our country 

and certainly as the Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Game Commission, you’ve seen and 

deal with a lot of reports on a daily basis, we just finished discussing and listening to Mr. 

Southwick give us a recap of his report and its predictions for what Sunday hunting will mean to 

the Commonwealth. I would like your opinion on the report and your views on what Sunday 

hunting will mean not only to Pennsylvania but also to the future of hunting in Pennsylvania. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Wow, that’s quite a, I hope you’re ready for a 

somewhat long answer if I get too much detail here. As far as the Southwick report, I mean 

Southwick has a great reputation throughout the country and internationally on the studies that 

they do. As with any studies, any models, like you mentioned in my previous careers, whatever, 

you can pick a study apart if you want to because all studies are based upon a series of 

assumption if you attack the assumptions then you attack the conclusions. But there is no doubt 

in our mind that including Sunday hunting will certainly have a positive impact on the hunting 

industry. Whatever that number might be, we know it’s going to be a positive, it will certainly 

have a positive impact.  
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 As far as adding to the future of hunting in Pennsylvania, we all know across the nation 

number of hunters are going down, we're getting ready to initiate a recruitment and retention 

program, a plan that we’re putting together right now to stem that tide. So far this year our junior 

licenses are up about little over 2 percent and our mentored youth license are about 3000 above 

what they were last year. With additional opportunity one could certainly draw the conclusion, 

particularly for those youth, that those numbers could even go up even higher in the future. So if 

you’re looking for long term or at least stem the tide of reducing or having reduced hunters in the 

future, Sunday hunting will certainly create an opportunity for that. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I’m about ready personally to accept the Southwick report as 

it is. They have no reason, no reason to be bias one way or another on this. They don’t 

particularly care whether we adopt Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania or not. We asked them 

specific questions, they have responded with specific answers, good or bad. As it turned out, the 

report came back even better than I had hoped, the overall impact on this State in your report of 

course you’re using some older numbers, it’s not $629 million it’s up over $800 million and it’s 

not 5,400 jobs its now 7,400 jobs that can be created, not all of them at Cabela’s or Bass Pro or 

places like that but spinoff jobs, you are going to impact motels, hotels, grocery stores, the 

transportation industry. The State is going to benefit absolutely on this and I can’t think of a 

better time, a better time for the State to commend to some new money, new money than right 

now, than right now. So Carl, I appreciate your being here, I appreciate your candid answer, and 

thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: And I certainly wouldn’t dispute what you’re saying, I 

just want to reiterate the resolution was done in June, prior to the most recent numbers of 

Legislative Budget and Finance Committee. 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Gergely. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Carl, I wasn’t sure, 

Commissioner Martone, in the initial vote, was he pro or con? For Sunday? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: He was for Sunday hunting. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: He was for Sunday hunting?  

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: He wrote the testimony that he provided today, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I want to ask a couple questions about it. Rob 

Southwick, he mentioned in testimony I guess the average age of a hunter in Pennsylvania is 44 

years old. And Martone had indicated 51, so I don’t know what number we go by? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: We're getting older let’s put it that way. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: We're getting a lot older. What would— 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Not only individually but as a group that line is— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: That comes to my point; here we are debating this 

issue again. If you were to take a criteria of age groups and I don’t know if we did this with 

Southwick’s numbers or any other studies, 20-29 year olds, 30-39 year olds. Who would you 

find the more youthful people are more in favor of Sunday hunting and the older people are more 

opposed to Sunday hunting? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: We’ve never asked that question specifically, at least 

recently we haven’t. As you know many of you who were at the hearing in Northampton County 

got a briefing that following morning on a recent survey we did on retaining hunters. So you 

have that information, so it’s a, the reasons why people do not, or come in and out of hunting, I 

don't want to say leave hunting but come in and out of hunting vary by age group. I would offer 

the younger age groups being let’s say 18-24, 25-38 time appears to be the primary issue. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Time appears to be the issue. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: I don't want to say primary, the most, they gave that 

answer most of the time, let’s put it that way. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Did they indicate Sunday hunting would help, would 

encourage them to purchase a license? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: That’s a tougher question, and as I recall again, when 

you answer question the most recent, the most often answer was it wouldn’t affect. But as I recall 

within the Sunday hunting issue with itself, I think 39 percent said yes, or would have some kind 

of effect on them and 50 percent said it probably would not have much of an effect on them.  

I should be asking my specialist back there but as I recall those are the numbers. 

 REPESENTATIVE GERGELY: So essentially, yes— 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: It’s 50/50 again on this but— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: —we really never looked at that. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Never asked the specific question about Sunday 

hunting, it was about a matter of retention, those things would bring you back to buy a license of 

this list of things people selected some of those off of there. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Are the commissioners who voted in favor of Sunday 

hunting, it was a pretty tight vote, correct?  

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: What was the geographic make up, because the 

commissioners as Joel indicated like the Farm Bureau they are weighted in terms of how their 

votes counted. The commission set up isn’t weighted, the southwestern portion only has one vote 

although they make up a strong majority of all license buyers, is that correct? 
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 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: That’s correct; its division, the States divided into eight 

approximately equal geographical regions and each commissioner represents one of those 

regions. So to give you an example the northwest commissioner far northwest voted for, far 

southwest voted for, far southeast voted to abstain but obviously later supported it based upon his 

testimony, northeast supported it and I got to walk my way through the votes here, the central, 

north central supported it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: He did? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: So some of the members that are being challenged by 

this decision, their Game Commission representative was in favor of support Sunday hunting. 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Well I wouldn’t call them Game Commission 

representatives per say, but yes, they’re from those regions they voted for it, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And the southwest did? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Yes.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Carl. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Gillespie. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GILLESPIE: Thank you Mr. Chairman, thank you Carl good to see 

you. Settling up on really Representative Gergely’s final question there. Pretty close vote, 4-3, I 

guess it would have been 5-3 if the one had decided to vote yes/no versus abstain. Sometimes I 

wonder if we should have an abstain button upstairs but we don’t have that option, I’m not going 

to call it a luxury but we have to vote yes or no. The three that voted no to not move this 

resolution forward, did they offer any rational or argument as to why they took that position 

Carl? 
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 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Pretty much so, it again it was a reflection of the way 

they believe the people in their area felt about it. The three that voted against were 

Commissioner Weaner, Commissioner Shreffler and Commissioner Tom Boop. They’re in pretty 

rural areas for the most part, that being the south central and the greater Adams County, 

Lancaster took part, York also and Commissioner Shreffler over in Blair, Bedford, Fulton in that 

General area and Tom Boop has Union, Northumberland and the southern north central area. 

And they generally felt the people in their areas weren’t supportive of it. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GILLESPIE: Okay, so those were the three, they were concentrated 

pretty much as you say in the south south central part of the State? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Two of the three and the central part, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GILLESPIE: I’m sorry where was the third one if it was not in that 

area? 

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Northumberland, Union, spreading up in Centre 

County into that area. Kind of the central to the north central part of the state. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GILLESPIE: That’s all questions, thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you Carl for your testimony and being with us here today, 

we really appreciate it.  

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROE: Great thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Next testifier will be Skip Seifert, Vice President of the 

Pennsylvania Equine Council.  

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Thank you Mr. Chairman, members, I’ll probably be the 

briefest one here, I’ll try to do that anyhow. I represent the Pennsylvania Equine Council or the 

Pennsylvania Equine Industry and according to a Penn State study conducted in 2003, is the 
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second largest and fasted growing segment of Pennsylvania agriculture. The same study 

concluded that the economic impact in Pennsylvania of the equine industry exceeds $10 billion 

annually and that horse owners accounted for 1.4 million acres of land owned in Pennsylvania. 

The PEC is the bipartisan – volunteer I might add – voice of that equine community in 

Pennsylvania. 

 As you know, agriculture is the largest industry in Pennsylvania and tourism is the 

second largest industry in the State. Equine fits into both categories. 

 The PEC has approximately 800 paid members to include individuals and families, plus 

an estimated 1500-2000 associated members that’s organizations that belong to the Equine 

Council we include the members within those associated groups. Of that number, we can make 

an educated guess that 70 percent or more of the memberships are recreational riders. American 

Horse Council figures reflect that same percentage. 

 While the PEC represents the horse world, our trail educational efforts and access 

advocacy include all non-motorized users of our open spaces. We feel that our concerns are 

similar to those of the other recreational users of Pennsylvania’s open spaces. You heard 

testimony from the Keystone Trails Association, so you don’t hammer me on this 35,000 number 

instead of the 3.5 million, this 35,000 is their paid membership, their 3.5 million is users, that’s 

what the gentleman just told me. Additionally, a DCNR study concluded that Pennsylvania has 

1.4 million bikers, mountain bikers in the outdoors. 

 Whether it's a correct or incorrect assumption, for many of these people and others who 

enjoy the outdoors, perception often is reality. We’ve heard those terms thrown around here 

today, but it really is true. They believe that there is potential for harm while conducting their 
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activities during the time that hunters are afield. They will reduce their chosen pursuits if there, if 

they feel there is a conflict of interest. 

 The PEC conducted a survey in February 2011 at the Pennsylvania Horse World Expo, 

this was a volunteer survey by the way, participants were asked two questions; are you a hunter, 

and do you favor Sunday hunting. Results of the respondents, 74 percent were non-hunters that 

were opposed to Sunday hunting and 1.53 percent were non-hunters that favored Sunday 

hunting. But we found most telling was that in the entire survey, 18.8 percent of the respondents 

were hunters who were opposed to Sunday hunting while 5.76 percent of the responding hunters 

were in favor of Sunday hunting. 

 If we consider the response of only the hunters, that translates 77 percent of those hunters 

were opposed to Sunday hunting while 23 percent favored Sunday hunting. If we look at the total 

respondents at the expo, horse expo, 92.8 percent oppose Sunday hunting while 7.2 percent 

favored it.  

 Another point I would like to make is a concern expressed to me by hunters that 

landowners that opposed Sunday hunting might post their land totally, eliminating these hunting 

areas entirely and possibly hunting access to non-hunters as well. If they just post it non 

trespassing. 

 We acknowledge that there would be a positive economic impact as somebody noted 

earlier for the Pennsylvania Game Commission by opening Sunday hunting; but I ask an equine 

council, I ask, has anyone ever determined how much revenue would be lost when the hikers, 

bikers, bird watchers, other terms used, equine enthusiasts, etc. perceive danger and curtail their 

activities in the outdoors? I don’t think that’s been addressed very much through the day. 
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 In the years prior to 2002, increasing equine usage on the game lands, for which the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission had no policies or management guidelines, resulted in the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission decision to limit all equine activities on the game lands. It was 

justified. This action was the catalyst for the equine community to work diligently with the 

Pennsylvania Game Commission to create an administrative mechanism by which some 

secondary usage could be managed on game lands in a way that would not interfere with their 

primary mandate of wildlife and habitat, its process still goes on. 

 You see, the PEC does have an interest in the well being of the game lands, many of our 

riders are hunters as well, and their efforts to improve and maintain routes have an interest in the 

well being of the game lands and their efforts to improve and maintain routes through the game 

lands may benefit hunter access while all enjoy the wilds. Exclusion on Sundays by opening to 

Sunday hunting will probably reduce volunteer efforts to maintain approved designated trails or 

routes. 

 In an era when we are trying to make the outdoors an inviting place to improve the health 

of adults and children alike, as well as educate our citizens about the natural world around us and 

how to conserve it, expansion of Sunday hunting appears to us to be counterproductive. 

 In conclusion, the Pennsylvania Equine Council is of the opinion that the expansion of 

Sunday hunting would have an overall negative economic impact in Pennsylvania. We feel that 

recreational opportunities would be diminished, and therefore respectfully request that HB 1760 

not be moved out of this committee. Thank you gentlemen. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you Mr. Seifert, I just have to reference on page two you 

did make a comment that there hasn’t been much discussion at the hearing today about the lost 

revenue from hikers, bikers, bird watchers, equine enthusiasts and so on. I believe that was 
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addressed in the Southwick testimony that those enthusiasts generally spread out their purchases 

52 weeks out of the year in looking at a hand full of days of limited Sundays, whatever the Game 

Commission decides to roll up and they indicated it would be rather conservative in nature that it 

would be very difficult to compare a large revenue decrease in those activities compared to the 

increase you would see in those hunters who are participating in the limited number of days of 

their activity where they spend a great deal of money, so I do think that was addressed. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: And, yes he did in a general way, I guess maybe my 

comment was geared towards actual numbers. How many numbers would be lost as opposed to 

numbers that would be gained and I don’t think anyone’s addressed that, I certainly haven’t 

myself, I don’t know.  

 CHAIRMAN EVANS:  We don’t have specific numbers but I think we have a general 

idea of where that would be. And as far as perceived danger is concerned, would you agree that it 

is multiple times more dangerous to ride a horse than it is to hunt? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Personally, probably so, yes. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Any questions from members? Representative Gergely. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you Chairman, I was kind of stole my thunder 

on the one question. In your testimony, I think everyone will appreciate the two Roosevelt’s; the 

one was the great conservationist that started the outdoor movement, Theodore Roosevelt, but I 

think the other Roosevelt has a great statement in his first inaugural address to the only thing we 

have to fear is fear itself and perceived danger and reality for danger are two different things. I 

have here and again I’ll share the statistics with my colleagues, I’ll gladly do that. The horseback 

riding is the third most dangerous outdoor sport in the country. One hundred twenty eight deaths 

per 100,000 people, we don’t make that list for Sunday hunting. Hunting in general doesn’t make 
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the list, very, very frankly to everyone here, hunting doesn’t make the list. Rugby, cave diving, 

cheerleading, motorcycling, fishing makes the list, rock climbing, golf, base jumping and 

horseback riding, when we're thinking about these perceived dangers we have to get over the fact 

of vilifying the sport. We let you on these game lands for month and months at a time without of 

any of our interferences, although we bought those lands, and to say that shouldn’t have access 

on a Sunday where we can work out compromises, it's very frustrating to me. And I think you 

understand where I’m coming from with that Skip. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Yes, as I sat back here and listened to the testimony 

today, I’ve ridden my entire life and I know there’s danger involved, more so than hunting, there 

is. But the perception, this morning’s newspaper in York, York paper had a horse got shot, I 

don’t know any details but they were doctoring a horse because a horse got shot and you know 

everybody that reads that is going to say it’s a hunters fault, it probably wasn’t but they’re going 

to say it was. The perception, it remains, remains. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I agree, but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t have 

access to an opportunity. You’re restricting my rights by a perception. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Another question, I don’t mean to ask you questions, but 

we’ve talked about the Game Commission primarily here but were talking about opening Sunday 

hunting to the entire State correct?  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: We’re not talking about opening Sunday hunting at 

all. We’re talking about a prohibition to give the Game Commission the oversight, let’s be very 

clear what we’re talking about. We’ve failed to realize that were not talking about Mark Gergely 

implementing Sunday hunting for bow seasons and deer seasons, we’re talking about giving 

those professionals that the Game Commission the authority and their professional ability to use 
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that season and that management tool for their use. Carl Roe just before you said, it would be 

done in a very minimal basis, I said do a sunset provision, let’s look at this, let’s be realistic 

about this, let’s take a very slow efficient approach if it doesn’t work, Skip I’ll be up here telling 

you we shouldn’t be doing it and I don’t have a horse trough –  another point. You have 800 

members and like 2000 associate members, correct? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: That’s, yes, yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I don’t have a farm in my district but your position 

restricts me from utilizing the wood lots and areas where we have a large amount of deer 

population, lime disease problems, deer vehicle collisions and issues that we should address. 

With opportunities the Southwick Associates studies concluded 27 more percent of the time 

those guys can go out on a Sunday. That helps me in my area to reduce the deer population that 

needs addressed. It doesn’t hurt you for horseback riding and that’s when I say by compromise, 

special regulation areas, areas of urban population should be in your opinion I would hope, 

something that wouldn’t concern you should be addressed, could be compromised, could be 

looked at from a different perspective. This blanket negativity is what fear you know the fear I 

have, that perceived danger. I don’t go out and I wouldn’t take my 12 year old if I perceived the 

danger of him getting hurt by hunting by no more than I would let him ride a bike without a 

helmet. Probably bike riding’s if I looked at it probably more deaths in bike riding or fishing, so, 

you understand where I’m coming from, I appreciate the commentary, again we're just trying to 

compare apples to apples here. You have a dangerous sport, you use our game lands and we 

don’t tell you no, what are the restrictions to the game lands? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: You do, there are a lot of restriction on using the game 

lands for equine activities. 
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 REPRESNTATIVE GERGELY: I don’t know them; could you explain them to us? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: If there is a little green sign on there says you can ride, 

you can. If there is a little red sign on there says you can’t, you can’t. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Are there season restrictions? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Mr. Roe here, he can explain that better than I can. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Can they ride a horse in October on a game lands? Not 

just on a Sunday. They can, we don’t restrict their rights. If they choose to do that they can, 

correct? But they’re choosing to tell us not to hunt on Sunday on our own game lands. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: On designated trails, on designated roads. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: But you agree with though, you mean you’re on 

testimony you 100 percent agree with that? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Yeah, I certainly don’t disagree with you there. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: And I again, I embrace your use of the game lands we 

welcome you there, I think that’s a great use for non-hunters to have to understand what we are 

as conservationists, as hunters, we want you to appreciate that too, we are, we almost 

consistently are on the same page when it comes to this. And I think that is what you need to 

understand, we aren’t opposed to you, we're opposed when you tell us what to do with our own 

lands and take that position. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: I don’t envy your position on this going on here, I really 

don’t. But most telling here was the respondents from the hunters that little survey that we did on 

the expo, that boggled my mind truthfully. It really did.  

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I would be glad to speak to the Farm Bureau’s with 

my position have a strong debate with it any one of the counties, your association with open 
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ended perspectives and I believe if you just don’t ask the question at a horse show, two 

questions, I believe their opinions would change. If their opinion was do professionals have the 

oversight of implementing Sunday hunting which wasn’t the question asked, I believe you’d get 

a far statistical greater yes. You said are you a hunter, do you favor Sunday hunting. What if you 

said, do you favor the Game Commission having oversight of setting seasons and bag limits 365 

days a year 24 hours a day? It would have been a different answer. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: It was not just at a horse show, it was a horse expo which 

had maybe 30,000 people there, I’m not really sure, some of the Representatives were there and 

have seen it in operation. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Thank you for your time. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Representative Moul. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Skip, good to see you again, I 

don’t think I need to tell you how I feel about the Equine Council as you know. Just a real quick 

question, if we were to propose legislation that said, on private land only, would your 

organization oppose it? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Allow Sunday hunting on private land only? 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Correct. A while ago I made mention I will offer an 

amendment to this bill if it grows legs that would say private land only, all public land would 

still be no hunting on Sunday, would you still oppose it?  

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: The Equine Counsel certainly is open to any kind of 

change, and to answer your question specifically, we're open to any kind of compromise, I mean, 

we talk about whatever needed to be done. 
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 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: That was the word I was looking, compromise, so would 

you please take that suggestion back to your members and say okay, if it were for private land 

only, would you still object. And let us know, that’s all I ask.  

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: I can only speak for myself today but no, I don’t think so, 

I don’t think they’d object, you can’t get over by having a— 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: I’m a big private property rights issue person, that’s where 

I’m coming from, that’s the reason for my amendment. Public lands people don’t want to be shot 

at walking on Sunday, that’s their one day alright but my land, you know. And therefore no one 

should have an issue what I do as long as it’s legal activity on my own land. I would hope that 

you’ll report back to us and just let us know what the general gist is for that particular issue. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: May, one thing that I don’t have on the— 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Sure, sure, by all means. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Testimony here. As I sat here and listened. The question 

was the perception of danger; I don’t perceive that much danger when I ride in the woods. I don’t 

ride in the woods during hunting season because I don’t want to interfere with somebody else’s 

use. The guys out there archery hunting and I ride past the stand, I feel guilty about it because I 

hunt as well, so therefore I don’t ride very much, for whatever that’s worth. That may be a part 

that’s not even been considered here. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: We appreciate that, thank you for your testimony. Chairman 

Staback. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Mr. Seifert, thank you also for your testimony. Question, do 

your members use the trails on the State lands mostly on Sunday or are they there during the 

week as well? 
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 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: The people that ride the game and I live in York County, 

we have no areas down there which we can ride the few game lands we have, they’re not open to 

us in York County, there’s a procedure you must go through that’s in place no one’s ever done 

that in York County. There are other people that live close to game lands that do it illegally and 

they ride there all year all days of the week. So I can’t really, I can’t believe that there would be 

an over abundance of use just on Sundays if the opportunity were present, I don’t think there’s 

that much of a difference, they’d ride Saturdays, Sundays, Wednesdays whatever the day occur. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: But the fact of the matter is that there are people that are 

riding horses over the game lands during the hunting season already. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: There probably are but I think because the reason I 

mention more than the danger, they limit the amount of use. They don’t want to interfere with 

the hunters. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I can appreciate that but what I’m getting at is, are there any 

statistics regarding anyone riding a horse through the game lands that has been shot during the 

hunting season? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Not that I know about. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Or a horse? Has a horse been shot during the hunting season? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Well, there’s the one in York County, now it’s not a riffle 

season. They just said the horse had a bullet wound, was in the newspaper this morning. There 

was another York County deal down there that was in hunting season a couple years ago, that 

horse eventually got euthanized, but a very limited number. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: For the most part there are no stats anywhere— 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: That’s correct. 
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 CHAIRMAN STABACK: To confirm that riding a horse on game lands, whether it’s 

Saturday to Saturday that is dangerous. And if there’s no stats proving danger during the week, 

why would your people think it would be dangerous on Sunday? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: It’s the perception, I agree with you, but it’s the 

perception. And there is nothing I can do about it or that you can do to change their perception. If 

they believe that there’s danger there going to believe that whether there is or not. Your point is 

well taken and I agree with you 100 percent, but that doesn’t change their perception. If you go 

out and ask the lady who rides on a Sunday afternoon if she’d ride on Saturday afternoon during 

big game season, she’ll tell you no she goes out there to walk her dog she got blaze orange on, 

she puts blaze orange on her horse when she turns him out in the pasture. People sometimes 

carry it to extremes. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: I think in this case they surely are carrying it to an extreme. 

People that want to ride horses can do that 365 days a year, people who want to go hunting 

however are limited at best to maybe five months out of the year. So the months of March, April, 

May, June, July, August, September, the woods are empty of hunters for the most part whether 

it’s the State game lands or the State forest lands, there’s no shooting activities for the most part 

going on at that time of the year, so you have hikers and bikers and whoever would want to be 

using them at that point in time can do that with no fear, with no fear at all. 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Personally I acknowledge, I’m here though because of the 

little survey we did said something different, that’s the sole base of my presentation here. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Okay, so you can obviously understand the argument made by 

some hunters that your activity is open to you throughout the year every day but our people are 

only limited to a few days in comparison. One day to a hunter therefore is very important to him, 
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where one day to someone riding a horse means nothing for the most part. Would you agree with 

that? 

 VICE PRESIDENT SEIFERT: Yes. 

 CHAIRMAN STABACK: Okay, thank you Mr. Chairman. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much and we appreciate your testimony today. I 

want to just remind our members that we have some limited time we have use of this room until 

1:00 so I want to make sure we have our last testifiers here and we can get through this in a rapid 

fashion and hopefully have time for a couple questions. Rick Watts, President of the 

Pennsylvania Chapter, with Kathy Davis, Director and Legislative Chair of the Pennsylvania 

Chapter of Tri-County Branch Quality Deer Management Association, that’s a mouthful, we 

have them here and please begin whenever you’re ready. 

 PRESIDENT WATTS: Well first of all I’d like to thank Chairman Evans and Chairman 

Staback and members of the committee for inviting us here. I hope, can you hear me fine? Okay. 

My name is Rick Watts and I am the President of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the Quality Deer 

Management Association. On behalf of QDMA and the Pennsylvania State Chapter I am here to 

support Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania. The QDMA is a national nonprofit wildlife 

conservation organization dedicated to ensuring the future of whitetailed deer wildlife habitat 

and our hunting heritage. QDMA has nearly 50,000 members nationwide, and our membership 

includes hunters, landowners, and natural resource professionals. And I’d like to add to our 

testimony here that we have 3,000 individual members in Pennsylvania because I know this is 

kind of a key point today, that these are individual members, not family members and we do not 

include any sportsmen groups involved with this that are memberships, so this is just individual 

people. 
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 QDMA advocates the legalization of Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania for the following 

reasons: Sunday hunting will provide additional recreational opportunity for Pennsylvania 

hunters; Sunday hunting will increase hunter participation and recruitment rates; Sunday hunting 

will help rural economies. 

 Hunters play an important role in Pennsylvania’s societal and economical well being. 

Hunters provide free ecological service to society by managing deer and other wildlife 

population and provide more than $1.5 billion annually to Pennsylvania’s economy. 

Unfortunately, Pennsylvania recruits less than 70 hunters for every 100 it loses. This is below 

national average, and one suggested reason for this decline is the lack of available time for 

hunting. 

 The addition of Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania can provide additional time for hunting 

and slow this negative trend. Many hunters are limited in their hunting activities to weekends due 

to long work weeks and conflicts with other social activities. The addition of Sunday hunting 

would be effectively double the number of days available for this segment of the hunting 

population. 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: Sunday hunting will provide ample opportunity for our youth to 

hunt without conflicting school or team sports which typically occur on Saturdays and therefore 

help hunter recruitment.  

 In the 2010 census, a full 32 percent of our children are growing up in a single parent 

households and a majority of the parents, the custodial parents are single mothers. The mothers 

get to dictate what the fathers do on the every other weekend that the dads have their kids 

because the mothers pick the activities and the sports that those youth are enrolled in. Fathers, 

whether it want to pass on their hunting tradition or in my case, I’m unique, I’m the hunter in my 
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family, they want to pass on the hunting tradition to their children, their sons and their daughters 

and the mother is effectively limiting their time by telling them they have to go to a swim meet 

on Saturday morning so the kids really only have Saturday afternoon to hunt. Sundays would 

give that father or that hunting member of that family an extra day to take them out and get them 

involved in their hunting heritage. 

 PRESIDENT WATTS: It’s also unfair that some of the user groups want to restrict the 

kind of lawful activities sportsmen and women can participate on Sundays on their land they 

own or have permission on. Hiking, horseback riding, and fishing are and should be allowed on 

Sundays, and hunting should be allowed as well. 

 Regarding safety, there were 92 hunting related fatalities in the United States in 2009. 

About a third of those were self inflicted. While one accident is too many, hunting is clearly safe 

and extremely safe. All hunting related shooting incidents across the United States totaled less 

than 900 in 2008; yet in that same year there’s 3,000 swimming fatalities and more than 20,000 

cheerleading injuries in that same year. Also in 2009, as referenced in our folder that we have 

given to you, Pennsylvania had 34 incidents of accidents, two resulting in deaths and those were 

self-inflicted by gunshots, so this takes away that theory of bullets whizzing through the air on a 

Sunday. 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: But one-third of all the Pennsylvania hunting accidents in 2009 that 

you have referenced in your folder were self inflicted. 

 PRESIDENT WATTS: In closing, the opportunity to hunt on Sundays could provide a 

positive impact for Hunters Sharing the Harvest program, which we support a lot. Finally, 

Pennsylvania is one of the only 11 States that restricts Sunday hunting. A vast majority of other 

States that allows Sunday hunting enjoy the benefits of sportsmen and women taking advantage 
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of the opportunity. For these reasons we urge you to support Sunday hunting in Pennsylvania. 

Thank you for your time and commitment to Pennsylvania’s natural resources.  

 I’d like to just make one more comment, one of the comments was about Ohio, 2005 I 

took, I went out to Ohio to have a lease out there and the reason we did that because we didn’t 

have Sunday hunting. If I could take off a Friday, I have very limited time, I have two weeks of 

leave and if I take one day off, I can get three days of hunting. In Pennsylvania, if I go up north 

to our camp, I take one day off, I get two days of hunting. So I want to thank Ohio for doing 

what they did and with doing that, I spent money to go out there, I bought meals out there, I had 

a room that I paid for in that area, so it was an economic gain. Why don’t I do it now, I came 

upon hard times so I had to back off on that, I hunt locally more now, but I’m looking forward to 

if Pennsylvania doesn't enact this to possibly going back to Ohio, so. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Thank you very much for your testimony both of you. 

Representative Gergely, you have a question? 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: Just a couple quick ones, thank you Mr. Chairman. 

You’ve taken a pro position, I appreciate that, you pointed out that something Representative 

Murphy’s been saying all day, that divorced parents have a significantly harder time introducing 

their youth into the sport and you know it was hard I when he started to mention that, I really 

embrace that issue, I understand. A father more often than not in Pennsylvania has one weekend 

of every two weeks and if that child is involved in a sport on a Saturday, he is going to be 

incredibly restricted to enjoy this tradition; I appreciate you pointing that out. God I’d love to 

know the statistic on that of the kids we're losing because of that issue, because it’s more and 

more relevant. 
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 DIRECTOR DAVIS: Well what’s really interesting, were gaining 68 hunters for every 

100 we lose. Thirty two percent of our kids are growing up in single parent households. There’s 

got to be a relationship there somewhere, relation there somewhere, parallel that can be drawn, I 

would think. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: If you cut it in half with that correlation were doing 

ourselves a service to those fathers that want to introduce their children— 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: Or the mothers— 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I apologize— 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: It’s traditionally the fathers that are the hunters. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: We appreciate that Kathy. And the other one is all day 

we’ve heard about picnicking, bird watching, hiking, biking, all these great sports that we 

support that people participate in, have you ever looked at numbers or statistics of usage, I kind 

of mentioned it, did you have anything relevant to when are these State parks used for those 

activities? 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: I actually pulled DCNR’s data and it’s included, it’s the last page 

on the right pocket that I provided to you and DCNR has their trip data broken down by month 

of the year. The summer months June, July, and August have 51 percent of all outdoor 

recreation, 17 and 18 percent of outdoor recreation occur in the spring and full and then when 

you look at November, 3 percent of all outdoor recreation on all DCNR land occurs in 

November, 4 percent occurs in December, bear and archery season are in November and deer 

rifle season which is the 750,000 deer hunters in Pennsylvania, I would say a large percentage of 

those winter users in November and December are hunters on the State forest land, but they have 
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it broken down and it’s explained pretty well in there of the outdoor recreational users, 

November and December are very low in participation. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I guess getting back to the Southwick study, that is 

when we are there. 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: Yes. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: That’s when we are spending money, not just in the 

State parks, hunting, we hunt in October. We start our tradition in October and continue into 

November and heavily into December with the rifle season and into muzzleloader season 

afterwards. 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: And then the muzzleloader season which not as many people flint 

lock hunt, I do, 2 percent are using the State parks the State forests in January. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: I guess Mr. Chairman, and I think Chairman Staback 

already had said, Southwick makes sense now; we aren’t going to lose any economic impact by 

instituting Sunday hunting because there’s just no usage by the other outdoor enthusiasts in these 

months, I’ve been saying all along, but I appreciate you providing the statistics it kind of debunk 

this theory that you know they’re going to go to the movie theatre instead, it really is senseless, 

we are not creating a jobs bill for erroneous information. This does amazingly add a lot of, it 

won’t affect my district, I’m like you Rick, when I go to Ohio, they do very well with me. But 

guess what doesn’t happen, I don’t go to Forrest County in Marionville where my hunting camp 

is. Now I go to Ohio, so Kathy Rapp’s district takes a loss from me and my family because now 

we go somewhere else because we have greater opportunity to do that. And my choice is I’m on 

a border county, I mean I live an hour and a half from Ohio; I live two and a half hours from 

Forrest County. I make that choice because I have more time in the woods; I have as equal 
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amount, to me a credit to the Game Commission I have a great time in Forrest County, we have 

great deer populations there in the national forest, it’s managed correctly, but I need time in the 

woods with me and my family, I make that choice because of that. 

 PRESIDENT WATTS: We have members that are in York County that have gone to 

Maryland and gone to Ohio to get more opportunity to hunt longer times because they are strictly 

limited to their vacation times. I have friends of mine that have places in Ohio, places in 

Maryland that they go to and have restricted their hunting in Pennsylvania because of that 

reason. They have more time to hunt. 

 REPRESENTATIVE GERGELY: One follow-up question, from the QDMA national 

statistics, I know and I appreciate both of you who are still engaged with QDMA, it’s a great 

organization. What harvest statistics have you seen in other States if you add Sunday, is it 

spread-out is it increase it significantly or just hunters, now they have more options are choosing, 

is the statistic rose incredibly or is it just flattened out even more? 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: Well New York is fantastic, in that New York’s harvest date is also 

included in your packets. They break it down by day of the weeks; you can see that on Saturday 

is typically their highest day of harvest and then followed by Sunday and then it drops off 

precipitously during the week. I also for that same year happen to have the precipitation data, so 

you can see that there was one Sunday that the deer harvest was actually more in the year that I 

provided for you, I can get you other years but there was one Sunday in all of the data that was 

provided by New York that the harvest was higher than on a Saturday and it was because it 

rained and rain is a big issue. This year we’ve had rain almost every Saturday or high winds 

almost every Saturday, I want to go hunting again this Saturday and its snow and rain predicted, 

I could stay at camp and hunt again on Sunday morning but, I’m not allowed. 
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 PRESIDENT WATTS: I’d like to say that harvest rates are dictated by the allocations 

that are put out there. I’m sure Carl already mentioned today that they take a very conservative 

step if they open Sunday hunting, even if they open deer hunting and all, they’d probably take a 

very conservative step in that point of not over harvesting stepping back and just introducing it 

slowly, maybe just cutting down some other days of the week or cutting allocations down so I 

would have faith in the Game Commission of taking the proper steps that we don’t over harvest 

in certain areas and help them out Sunday, there’s another point in some of our areas in the south 

central and maybe to the south east that where we have populations that we can’t, we are not able 

to sell our allocation and we're not keeping those populations down and maybe Sunday hunting 

can help out those areas instead of having places where we have Valley Forge where we have to 

pay people to go in to shoot, we can have hunters on Sunday harvesting those deer and putting 

them into Hunters Sharing the Harvest so, that’s the type of things were looking for. Thank you. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Final question from Representative Moul. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Thank you once again Mr. Chairman, Rick, Kathy, thank 

you for your testimony. I want to also say thank you for your involvement with the mentor youth 

and I know there would be more opportunity with the youth if we were to have Sunday hunting. 

Did I make mention to the fact that I’m going to introduce an amendment? Is your organization 

an all or none position or would you stand behind a private property? 

 PRESIDENT WATTS: We're big behind private land ownership, we believe that’s a right 

we should have. But I think also in that same fact that if there is public lands, that we should let 

it up to those entities to whether they want to or not. If we should let it up to the Game 

Commission if they want to allow hunting on those days – which I hope so – then we should let 

it up to DCNR where if they want to have hunting in those type of areas because I think that as 
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Kathy has shown here, there is a lot of DCNR grounds that aren’t being used and maybe some of 

the areas that might have high impact if DCNR decides that they want to restrict hunting like 

they do now around certain areas, they could do that. So, I don’t think we're an all or nothing, but 

we’d like to see it go into the hands of the people who manage that land, like private land owners 

I think those entities manage their own lands. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: I tend to agree with you, so I’ll just ask if the bill were to 

come out of committee amended for private land only, would you support it, would your 

organization support it? 

 DIRECTOR DAVIS: I think we’d still support it but I think the idea here is to abolish a 

blue law. And blue laws, when they were initially set up, some blue laws specifically, it’s been 

long been rumored that the hunting blue law was made to keep the working man away from 

hunting because that’s what they did in England. So that’s long been the rumor with the blue law 

for hunting is that it was established to keep the blue collared worker away from hunting because 

the rich owned the wildlife. If you owned land in England where we basically came from, you 

also owned and controlled the wildlife and it’s still like that there today. Here in Pennsylvania 

the Game Commission manages the wildlife for all citizens of the Commonwealth. It’s a blue 

law that needs abolished and let’s get the working man who still is working six days a week and 

has family and other societal obligations, lets allow them a day to hunt, there are many people 

that are limited because of work obligations. It’s just a blue law that should be abolished. 

 REPRESENTATIVE MOUL: Okay, thanks, you summed that up pretty well. Thanks. 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Alright thank you and I want to thank Chairman Staback and 

members of the committee for staying here through the process.  

 AUDIENCE MEMBER: I've been here for four hours, it says a "public meeting," right? 
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 CHAIRMAN EVANS: No, this is a legislative hearing, public legislative hearing, I'll be 

happy to talk to you afterwards but were not taking anymore testimony today.  

 SPEAKER UNKNOWN: You won’t let me speak for one minute? 

 CHAIRMAN EVANS: Sir, we have we use the building till 1:00, were 5 minutes past. 

I’m sorry sir that you’re not on the agenda. No, the answer is no. 

 The meeting is adjourned, thank you for being here. 

 

 (Whereupon, the meeting adjourned at 1:05 PM) 
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